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ABSTRACT 

Th.is study investigates the role that large scale circulation 
patterns play in tropical cyclone genesis. The data available for this 
study were largely from stations within the eastern hemisphere. 
accordingly the paper addresses the problem of defining the important 
flow features observed prior to cyclone genesis in the northwest Pacific 
and Australian region. A combination of case study and compositing has 
been used to identify those weather systems which interact with a 
pregenesis tropical cloud cluster, enhancing its development potential. 

A comparison of pre cyclone genesis conditions with those observed 
during non cyclone genesis periods reveals more vigorous Hadley 
circulations between the subtropical ridges in both hemispheres and the 
ITCZ. The acceleration of the winter hemisphere Hadley cell in response 
to cold surge forcing appears to be very dominant. 

In order to better understand the planetary scale adjustment 
processes resulting from these winter hemisphere surge situations. a 
series of simple numerical model experiments have been carried out. The 
shallow water equations have been solved for an arbitrary time dependent 
forcing in either wind or height field. Spherical geometry and a 
realistic pole to pole zonal wind profile have been used. 

These experiments indicate that energy propagation from the 
midlatitudes to the deep tropics is dependent upon the scale of the 
forcing and the background wind field. For northern hemisphere 
midlatitude forcings which are equivalent barotropic in nature, it is 
possible to generate large amplitude responses in the southern 
hemisphere regardless of the intervening wind fields. 

An important role of the tropics in all simulations appears to be 
to provide a region where 'down the pressure gradient' flow may readily 
occur. assisting in the adjustment processes to planetary scale 
forcings. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Fbr some considerable time there has been interest in the possible

role that broad scale flow patterns play in tropical cyclone

development. Some works relating to this area of research are:

Ballenzweig (1956). Morgan (1965). Haggard (1965). Gray (1967), Carlson

(1969). Namias (1969). Carlson (1969 and 1971). Namias (1973). Ramage

(1974). Flohn (1975). Ding (1980a. 1980b and 1981) and many others for

too numerous to detail. A review of these papers reveals that due to

the complex interaction between the developing vortex and its

environment, both the dynamic and thermodynamic large scale fields are

believed to be important. Less well documented is the feeling among

forecasters of the Australian, Chinese and Indian meteorological

services, that what occurs in the lnter-Iropical ~onvergence ~one (ITCZ)

is determined in some way by events in both winter and summer

hemispheres. As most storms in the eastern hemisphere form close to the

ITCZ. it may be conjectured that the climatology of these storms is

related to the flow regimes of both hemispheres.

A study by Gray (1979) of the temporal distribution of storm

genesis events for twenty seasons in both Northern and Southern

Hemispheres reveals the presence of quiet periods, with little or no

cyclone genesis followed by active periods with a number of genesis

events. Figures 1 and 2 show the temporal distributions of genesis

events for twenty years. It may be noted that while there is

considerable variability in the length of quiet and active periods. they

are of the order of two weeks or so. These data also provide additional

circumstantial evidence that the environment in which a cloud cluster is

1
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embedded plays a part in determining its future. It has been noted by

Gray (1979) that while clusters propagate through the area of possible

genesis every four or five days, only in certain periods do clusters

develop into tropical storms. Assuming that each cluster has similar

internal structure, its environment must then be a crucial factor in its

development.

An analysis of the large scale dynamic and thermodynamic parameters

relating to tropical cyclone genesis by Gray (1975) indicates that while

the thermodynamic fields are relatively slowly changing the dynamic

(wind) fields show much shorter time scale changes. However. for

cyclone genesis to occur a favorable dynamic and thermodynamic

environment is required. Figure 3 shows schematically how these dynamic

and thermodynamic parameters combine to lead to conditions favorable for

cyclone genesis. Favorable conditions may be expected to arise when the

sum of the dynamic and thermodynamic genesis potential parameters exceed

some critical level. The thermodynamic potential changes slowly,

reaching a maximum sometime in summer. The dynamic potential changes on

a time scale of days, leading to the quiet and active periods observed

in the cyclone genesis time series. As will be seen from the analyses

presented in this paper, an important modulator of the dynamic genesis

potential parameter is the midlatitude weather systems.

1.2 Towards a Theory for Tropical Cyclone Genesis

Before proceeding to study the large scale circulation patterns for

recurring features preceeding tropical cyclone genesis, it is useful to

have some understanding of how tropical cyclone genesis proceeds. With

such an understanding, the investigator may concentrate on those

atmospheric fields important in the genesis process.
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Fig. 3. An idealized picture of how the large scale dynami.c and
thermodynamic parameters interact to bring about c:onditions
favorable for tropical cyclone genesis.

Studies by Gray (1968. 1975 and 1981). Frank (1977a. 1977b).

McBride (l98la. b. c). Lee (1981) and Holland (1981) have done much to

define the requirements. both dynamic and thermodynamic. of a developing

tropical cloud cluster. modeling studies by Ooyama (1964 and 1969).

Charney and Eliassen (1964). Silva Dias and Schubert (1979), Fingerhut

(1981) and Hack and Schubert (1981) and others have contributed to the

understanding of the basic physical processes of tropical weather

systems. However. there is still no generally accepted gen.esis theory,

and so it is not possible to specify precisely how the energy and

angular momentum requirements of a tropical cloud cluster 'spinning up'

to tropical storm intensity are met.
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TJ~e observational studies of Riehl and Malkus (1961) and others

have shown that the energy to drive tropical cyclones is derived from

the release of latent heat in deep cumulus convection. The moisture

required by these systems comes from evaporation at the sea surface and

import from the environment surrounding the area of convection. The

work of McBride (1981c), following that of Gray (1973) and Yanai tl1!l..

(1973) reveals that all classes of tropical maritime weather systems are

large exporters of moist static energy. In order then that the energy

budget be balanced there is a required large flux of energy from the sea

surface to the tropospheric circulation. For intensifying cloud

cluste:rs there is an energy accumulation within the system and an

export. In order to meet these additional energy accumulation

requirements, there must be higher ocean to atmosphere energy fluxes in

intensifying systems than in steady state or decaying systems. Gray

(1981) has speculated that convection embedded in the strongly sheared

environment of a developing cloud cluster more efficiently promotes the

upward energy flux from the sea surface than convection embedded in the

weakly sheared non-developing cluster environment. The data considered

in later chapters of this paper have a spatial resolution of the order

of five degrees which is far too coarse to resolve cumulus scale events.

Questions concerning the nature of the interaction between cumulus

dynamil;s and synoptic scale flow fields are not addressed, rather, the

role the planetary scale flow fields play in genesis establishing the

observed strongly sheared pregenesis environment is investigated.

McBride (1981b, 1981c) has noted that developing systems have

greater outer radius low level cyclonic and upper level anticyclonic

surrounding tangential wind fields. Furthermore, he notes the angular
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momentum budgets differ greatly between these systems. Holland (1981)

presents a detailed analysis of the angular momentum budgel:s for four

categories of northwest Pacific composite tropical cyclones. To the

full extent of the composite grid used in the study, inward transports

of cyclonic angular momentum are required to balance the losses due to

frictional dissipation at the surface. The apparent source: region of

relative angular momentum is not contained within a ten degree radius of

the composite grid. Thus, it must be inferred that the weather systems,

at radii greater than 100 are arranged in such a fashion to permit these

favorable transports. Holland (1981) following the work of Palmen and

Riehl (1957), Pfeffer (1958) and others calculates the shear generation

by differential angular momentum transports. A generation of

anticyclonic shear, with anticyclonic flow above low level cyclonic

flow, is associated with intensifying cyclonic weather systems. For

intensifying systems, the horizontal transports of angular momentum lead

to anticyclonic shear generation to a radius of 100
• For decaying

systems the transports are uniformly inadequate, to a radius of ten

degrees, to support increased shears within four degrees.

It is thus apparent that both energy and angular momentum

requirements of a system must be met if intensification is to occur. If

the cloud cluster cannot provide the moisture for its convel:tive

elements, then the necessary latent heat release to drive the system

cannot be met. If the large scale angular momentum transports into the

system do not balance the surface loss, the system must spin down.

From the work of McBride (1981b) it would appear that if a cloud

cluster is to undergo tropical cyclone genesis, a crucial fa.ctor is the

generation of differential shear at large radii, far beyond the extent!
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of cloudiness (which typically extends to about 40 radius (Arnold,

1977». If this is so, then the question remains: what are the basic

physics behind the individual genesis event? How is it that certain

systems retain more of the energy released internally than others? One

may specula~c that in a pre genesis cluster, because its radius is much

less than the ~ossby £adius of geformation, the inner region temperature

anomaly is proportional to the vertical distribution of shear in the

tangential wind field. Anticyclonic shear generation, by large scale

circulation features, in the tangential wind field (in the early stages)

will lead to greater heat retention in the inner core. As the vorticity

rises, so the efficiency of partitioning the released latent heat energy

to the tangential wind field, rather than gravity wave field, increases.

And so, for intensification, the ability of the system to enhance the

surface energy flux within the cloudiness region may be crucial.

TIle problem of where intensification starts and genesis ends is not

addressed in this paper, rather, the large scale fields are studied to

detect changes in organization which lead to increased shears around

ITCZ disturbances. As the data of Gray (1981), McBride (1981b) and

Holland. (1981) indicate, the dynamic influences extend beyond the

fifteen degrees radius of the composite grid, an area of 1000 latitude

by 900 longitude has been studied. The resolution of the data used has

been such that the cloud cluster is only crudely resolved. Questions of

how the cumulus scale processes interact with the synoptic scale are not

addressed within the paper. The complex questions concerning the nature

of changes in the thermodynamic structure during tropical cyclone

genesis have been left to other workers.
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In summary then. those data analyzed by Gray and others indicate

that the thermodynamic environment of a cluster changes on a relatively

long time scale. The dynamic fields. such as wind shear, are influenced

greatly by events outside the cloudiness region. in fact by events

outside the composite grid outer radius and appear to change on a muqh

shorter time scale than the thermodynamic parameters. This paper

describes in detail the type of flow fields which induce favorable

shears about an ITCZ disturbance and attempts to deduce the physical

mechanisms of large scale interactions.

1.3 Structure of the Paper

The aim of this paper is to document how the weather systems

surrounding a cloud cluster in the ITCZ trough bring about the

environment of increased tangential vertical wind shear which is

necessary for tropical cyclone genesis. The majority of ITCZ type

storms form in the eastern hemisphere where there is an adequate network

of Northern and Southern Hemisphere weather stations. Accordingly. this

paper concentrates exclusively on tropical cyclone genesis in the

eastern hemisphere.

Throughout the paper tropical cyclone genesis is defined as

occurring when a cyclonic vortex over an ocean of sea surface

temperature in excess of 26.S
o

C is first analyzed. in a post analysis.

to have gradient level winds equal or exceeding 34 kts. TiQis definition

is consistent with that used in tropical cyclone forecasting centers

throughout the world (Pellissier, 1979. pg. I.2.1).

Chapter two deals with the global climatology of tropical storm

occurrence. This provides a background for the more detailed eastern!

hemisphere case study and composite work. Two contrasting seasons arb
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studied which reveal that while storm genesis locations may differ

greatly from year to year, the related thermodynamic parameters within

the tropical genesis areas are little changed. Dynamic parameters do

show considerable variability over quite large areas between the

seasons, indicating the large scale dynamic forcings to be important.

These data also hint at some of the flow changes which may be important

to the changed storm genesis climatology.

In chapter three, two case studies are presented which illustrate

the evolution of both winter and summer hemisphere flow fields prior to

tropicall cyclone genesis in the eastern hemisphere. These case studies

suggest teleconnections are in effect over the region between the winter

hemisphere subtropical ridge and ITCZ. In Chapter 4 the observed

teleconnections are further investigated through the usc of time series

data.

Chapters 5 and 6 deal with the results obtained from compositing a

large number of pre cyclone genesis days over an area of approximately

1000 latitude by 90 0 longitude. These results are contrasted with

similaJ: 'quiet period' composites. These data reveal the Chapter 3 case

studies to be typical of ITCZ tropical cyclone genesis events. The much

greateJ: data density in the composites compared to the case studies

enables a detailed analysis of the pre genesis flow fields.

TI1C data analyzed in the first six chapters indicate that a

tropical response to a midlatitude forcing, on a time sen Ie of severnl

days, is occurring. In Chapters 7 and 8 the possibility of such rapid.

large scale energy propagation is investigated through the use of a

simple, linear, global model. Forcings are selected to resemble the

essential features of those weather systems observed in earlier
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chapters, and the subsequent adjustment of the model studied.

Qualitative conclusions are drawn as to how the planetary scale

adjustment processes proceed. One of the more striking results from

these simulations is the ability of energy to propagate through regions

of easterly flow, in the divergent, spherical geometry shallow water

model.



2. TROPICAL CYCLONE CLIMATOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

In order to better understand how a particular weather event is

related to the larger scale circulation patterns a knowledge of the

climatology of the weather event and the dynamic and thermodynamic

parameters relating to that event are useful. In this chapter a brief

review of the global climatology of tropical cyclones is presented along

with a discussion of the atmospheric conditions required for their

genesis.

The locations of tropical storm genesis points and the subsequent

movement of storms shows a great deal of variability from year to year.

It is believed that those parameters which are related to genesis and

which show considerable year to year variability may well be responsible

for the annual differences in storm climatology. A comparison is made

between some features of the tropospheric circulations during the

tropical cyclone seasons of 1975 and 1977. for both the northern and

southern hemispheres. In agreement with Gray's (1975) results. the data

analyzed support the conclusion that there is more seasonal variability

in dynamic parameters than in the thermodynamic parameters. It is also

noted that the winter hemisphere flow regimes are very different during

these two years. suggesting that cross-equatorial effects may be

important. This interhemispheric interaction question is investigated

in more detail in later chapters of this paper.

2.2 Th€l Global Climatology of Tropical Storms

Th€~re are approximately eighty tropical storms with maximum

-1sustained winds of at least 20 m s over the globe per year. Table 1

gives the ocean basin breakdown of this annual number of genesis events

11



TABLE 1

Yearly Variation of Tropical Cyclones by Ocean Basin (Adapted from Gray, 1979).

Year S. Hemp. NW ATL NE PAC NW PAC N INDIAN S INDIAN AUST S PAC TOTAL

1958 1958-59 12 13 22 5 11 11 7 81
1959 1959-60 11 13 18 6 6 13 2 69
1960 1960-61 6 10 28 4 6 8 8 70
1961 1969-62 11 12 29 6 12 7 4 81
1962 1962-63 6 9 30 5 8 17 3 78
1963 1963-64 9 9 25 6 9 7 7 72
1964 1964-65 13 6 39 7 6 9 4 84
1965 1965-66 5 11 34 6 12 7 4 79
1966 1966-67 11 13 31 9 5 5 6 80
1967 1967-68 8 14 35 6 11 9 8 91
1968 1968-69 7 20 27 7 8 7 8 84
1969 1969-70 14 10 19 6 10 7 6 72 I i-'

N
1970 1970-71 8 18 23 7 11 12 3 82
1971 1971-72 14 16 34 6 7 14 6 97
1972 1972-73 4 14 28 6 13 12 10 88
1973 1973-74 7 12 21 6 4 16 8 74
1974 1974-75 8 17 23 7 6 10 3 74
1975 1975-76 8 16 17 6 8 16 5 76
1976 1976-77 8 18 24 5 9 12 9 85
1977 1977-78 6 17 19 5 6 7 7 67
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TOTAL 176 268 526 121 168 206 118 1583
AVERAGE 8.8 13.4 26.3 6.0 8.4 10.3 5.9 79.1
S. DE". 'l (V., .., £L- 6.25 1.05 2.64 3.57 2.29 7.73"".71 .;;J.UJ

%VAR'N. 34 27 24 17 31 35 39 10

~---
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for a 20 year sample. The standard deviation of the annual number of

storms when divided by the average can be used to give the percent

variation of one standard deviation from the mean. It can be seen (in

Table 1) that while globally there is only l~o variability per year, the

individual basins have between 16% and 390/0 variability. Furthermore,

the ratio of northern hemisphere to southern hemisphere genesis events

varies from 1.5 to 4.0.

Figure 4 gives the mean latitudinal distribution of genesis points

in six tropical ocean basins. The southern hemisphere storms show a

very tight distribution around 13 0 8 while genesis in the northern

hemisphere may occur further poleward in the mean. Figure 5 showing the

summer sea surface temperature distribution indicates why southern

hemisphere storms rarely form poleward of 170 8. The lack of continents

poleward of 35 0 8 ensures polar waters may flow equatorwards maintaining

cold sc~a surface temperatures relatively close to the equator when

compar.~d with the northern hemisphere. The need for sea surface

temperatures in excess of 26.5
0

C (S4
0
F) for tropical cyclone genesis is

well known (Palmen, 1948).

About two thirds of all storms form in the northern hemisphere.

similarly about two thirds form in the eastern hemisphere. This study

concentrates on the eastern hemisphere. where nearly all southern

hemisphere storms form and where a good distribution of tropical station

data are available both north and south of the equator.

Gray (1968. 1975 and 1978) discusses in great depth the

climatological controls which act upon tropical clusters to determine

their future intensity. It appears that tropical cyclone frequency on a

seasonal basis can be directly related to six parameters.
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i) The low level vorticity (s). Other conditions being favorable
and remaining constant, the analysis of a great deal of data
by Williams and Gray (1973) and McBride (1981b) shows that a
deep layer of lower tropospheric cyclonic vorticity is
favorable for cloud cluster 'spin-up' to tropical cyclone
intensity.

ii) The earth's rotation (f).
latitude of the equator.
parameter is too small.

Cyclones rarely form within 40

It would appear the Coriolis

iii) Zero vertical shear (S ~ McBride (1981b) has shown that the
outer region vorticit~ shear between the surface and 200 mb is
a maximum in developing clusters. For this to be so, an upper
level anticyclone must overlie the low level cyclonic
circulation. This being the case the zero shear lines of
zonal and meridional winds will pass close to the center of
the vortex.

iv) Ocean thermal energy (E). A number of studies, Malkus and
Riehl (1960), Whitaker (1976), Frank (1977) and others have
shown the ocean to be vital source of energy for the cyclone.
The ocean thermal energy has been defined by Gray (1975) as:
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E =

16

60 m depth

J PWCw (T-26) dz
surface

With this variable positive. cyclone genesis is possible.

v) ~ gradient. Gray (1975) has shown the surface to 500 mb S
/radient should exceed 100e. Generally this gradient is of
the order of 15 to 20°C which is adequate for storm
development. Little daily variation is seen in as lap.

e

vi) ~fiddle level humidity. Gray (1967) has defined a humidity
parameter:

H
(nn-40 )

30

o

RH > 40%

RH < 40%

where RH is the average 700 mb to 500 mb relative humidity.
All other conditions being favorable. the higher the long term
value of H for a region the more likely tropical cyclone
occurrence.

The six genesis parameters may be combined to give a ~easonal

Qenesis ~arameter:

S.G.P. dynamic parameters x thermal parameters

= • (q+5 x f x S ~3) x
z

as
e

(E x --- x Rll)
8p [1]

Figure 6 shows the yearly genesis parameter as evaluated from the

sum of the six parameters described above. This figure may be compared

with Fig. 7 which shows the observed cyclone frequency. TIle good

correlation between these figures lends strong support to the physical

arguments used in justifying these parameters.
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scale circulation pattern change 'fed back' into the individual

events to change the climatology of storm genesis, favoring mid

18

2.3 Seasonal Variability of Genesis Parameters

While Fig. 7 depicts a regular pattern of cyclone occurrence on the

long term, the interannual variability of the distribution of genesis

locations is quite large. Figures 8 and 9 show the global cyclone

tracks for the summer seasons of 1975 and 1977. During 1977, in the

northwest Pacific there were more low latitude cyclone genesis events in

the extreme eastern regions of that genesis area than in 1975.

Similarly, in the southern hemisphere, the 1976-1977 season shows many

more eastward genesis events than 1974-1975. Extreme differences

between these seasons are also seen in the Atlantic and South Indian

Ocean genesis areas.

The large changes in genesis locations between the seasons, which

occur on a global scale, can only be related to changes in the general

circulation. The 1976/77 season was a season of anomalously warm -water

and low M.S.L. pressure along the Peruvian coast. Following Bjerknes

(1969), Julian and Chervin (1978) and others, the Easter Island minus

Darwin monthly mean sea level pressure difference may be used as an

index of the strength of the Walker Circulation. The more negative this

number, the weaker the Walker Circulation. Figure 10 shows a plot of

this index for the period 1973-1978. On Fig. 10 smooth curves have been

drawn (dashed) connecting the December and June values of the pressure

gradient. From these curves it can be seen that the Easter Island-

Darwin pressure gradient is 2.5 mb greater in June 1975 than in June

1977 and also about 2.5 mb greater in December 1974 than in December

1976. 1977 was a year of weakened Walker circulation and this large

weathbr
I

pacif~c
I
I
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storm genesis. In the analysis which follows. both dynamic and

thermodynamic parameters will be examined to determine those most

changed by these large scale circulation changes.

To better understand the synoptic differences for 1975 and 1977

tropical cyclone seasons. a detailed study of them has been made.

Bimonthly mean charts for January/February and July/August. for the

latitude belt 300 N to 300 S for dynamic and thermodynamic parameters of

at sfc.Eq. 1 (zonal and meridional wind. vorticity, wind shear. e
e

700 mb. 500 mb and relative humidity at sfc. 700 mb. 500 mb and ~ea

~urface Iemperature (SST» have been prepared. Gray's (1975) six

genesis parameters and an additional vorticity shear parameter

(~200-s850) have been evaluated.

The data used were from a variety of sources. Australian region

atmospheric data were obtained from the 'real time data set' described

in Chapter 5 of this paper. Southern hemisphere sea surface temperature

data were obtained from copies of the operational analyses routinely

prepared by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. National

Meteorological Analysis Centre. Northern hemisphere sea surface

temperatures are from the US Navy data tape held at the National Center

for Atmospheric Research. Boulder. Colorado. All remaining data were

obtained from the Monthly Climatic Data for the World, prepared by the

US Department of Commerce.

There are two problems which arise from such an analysis. The

first is caused by the way the data are interpreted. The usual

inference drawn from general circulation differences between various

seasonal mean charts are that these lead to different tropical storm

climatologies. llowever. the presence of a different distribution of
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storms will lead directly to different tropical circulation regimes,

particularly in the upper levels where the upper anticyclones over

tropical storms cover vast areas of the tropics. If large differences

are noted in areas unperturbed by tropical storms, it would then appear

quite reasonable to assume these differences were in some way related to

the different seasonal storm climatologies. It will be shown in

Chapters 4 and 5 that by careful stratification of the data" composite

charts, with equal or greater data density than bimonthly means, can be

constructed, which do not suffer from this problem.

The second problem which arises from such an analysis is that the

events leading to storm genesis may differ vastly from the mean synoptic

regime. This being the case, the means say little concerning why the

distribution of storms differ from one season to the next.

Figure 11 shows the locations of the stations used in this study.

The sparcity of stations in the Indian Ocean and northeast Pacific Ocean

make it impossible to reach any meaningful conclusions concerning

changed climatologies in these regions.

2.4 Comparison of the Summer Seasons of 1975 and 1977

The five basic parameters are used to compare these two contrasting

seasons are listed below, along with a critical level for e~lch parameter

above which genesis is more likely to occur.

i) e gradient 500 mb to the surface. A gradient of at
l~ast lOOK appears necessary for genesis (Gray, 1975).

ii) Mean middle level relative humidity parameter:

An RH exceeding 40% appears necessary for genesis
(Gray, 1975).



Fig. 11. Location of stations used in the comparative studies of two contrasting seasons.
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iii) Sea Surface Temperature. A sea surface temperature
exceeding 26.5 0 C has been suggested by Palmen
(1948) as necessary for tropical cyclone genesis.

iv) The absolute shear of the wind through the troposphere.

In this analysis the shear between the 200 mb and
850 mb winds has been co~~uted. A long term mean wind
shear of less than 5 m s per 650 mb appea:r:s
necessary for storm genesis (Gray, 1975).

v} The shear of the vorticity between upper and lower layers
of the troposphere. In the northern hemisphere this
Qenesis farameter (after McBride, 1981b) has been defined
as:

GP = [ _ r
'850 "'200

-6 ·-1
(dO sec )

while in the Southern Hemisphere as:

GP
-6 -1

(dO sec )

Accordingly if the vorticity shear (Qenesis fotential)
parameter is pos!~iv~1and greater than a somewhat arbitrary
value of 15 x 10 _6s _lgenesis is felt to be possible.
The value 15 x 10 s is consistent with that found
by McBride (1981b) to be required for genesis in individual
cloud clusters.

vi) The Coriolis parameter (f) does not change from season to
season and so has not been calculated in this seasonal
comparison.

By taking an area average of any parameter and subtracting the

critical level of that parameter necessary for genesis, the result gives

a number indicating how favorable the environmental conditions are for

genesis. A large positive number will indicate exceedingly favorable

I

conditions. By subtracting the 1975 bimonthly mean of a parameter from
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its 1977 value, an indicator of how variable that parameter is for

seasons of highly contrasting storm genesis climatologies results.

Table 2 shows these two numbers, written in fractional form for the

five genesis parameters in the southern hemisphere summer, for three

genesis regions. The numerator gives the changes between seasons, the

denominator, the 1977 value minus the critical level of that parameter

For all thermodynamic parameters in all genesis areas the variation

between seasons is far less than the amount the 1977 value exceeds the

minimum requirements. In general terms there were more storms in the

South East Indian Ocean in 1975 than in 1977 and an opposite tendency in

the South Pacific, east of 1700 E and yet both e gradient and RH show
e

small changes which suggest a weak negative correlation with the number

of storm genesis events. The dynamic parameters are all very close to

the critical levels and the seasonal swings appear to be able to effect

great changes on the storm genesis events of a region. It is noteworthy

that the genesis potential parameter is less than the suggested value

for the bimonthly means in two regions in 1977, and yet genesis events

do occur. In this situation, transient changes to the large scale

environment must occur which lead to much higher levels of vorticity

shear for brief periods, otherwise the observed genesis events could not

occur.

A similar analysis has been performed for the northern hemisphere

summers of 1975 and 1977. The results are summarized in Table 3. Once

again there is a weak, negative correlation between both e gradient and
e

RH and the number of genesis events in a particular ocean basin in a

season. The variation between seasons in the thermodynamic parameters

is insufficient to bring about a change in the environment from
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TABLE 2

Climatological parameters for the southern hemisphere summler. The
numerator of each fraction gives the parameter value in 1977 minus that
in 1975. The denominator gives the 1977 value minus the r1equired
minimum value for genesis as specified by Gray (1975).

Genesis Area South East Soutll Pacific South Pacific
Indian Ocean West of 1700 E East of 1700 E

(East of 100 E)
Thermodynamic Parameter

e gradient (oK) 2/10 -1/5 -4/13c

RH (%) 3/15 0/20 -10/15

S.S.T. (oC) -0.5/2.8 .25/2.5 1.5/3.0

Dynamic Parameters

I awh/ pi 2/3 0/-2 10/0

Genesis Potential -2/3 -2/-5 10/-2

(x 10-6 -1s )

TABLE 3

Climatological parameters for the northern hemisphere summElr. The
numerator of each fraction gives the parameter value in 1977 minus that
in 1975. The denominator gives the 1977 value minus the rE:quired
minimum value for genesis as specified by Gray (1975).

North Indian
Ocean

Genesis Area

Thermodynamic Parameter

Northwest Northwest Atlanticl
Pacific Pacific Caribbean

(West of 160oE)(East of 1600 E)

e gradient (oK)
e

Dynamic Parameters

Genesis Potential

*Data Unavailable

6/12

-7/12

*

-5/30

-8/-7

4/10

-5/20

0.6/2.5

213

-2/-12

-5/8

-IllS

0.0/2.8

-5/0

101-7

3111

3/5

••

5/5

-5/-25
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favorable to cyclone genesis to unfavorable. The dynamic parameters

show generally unfavorable values in 1977 with the required

climatological variations being too small to produce long term highly

favorable conditions. Once again. it is necessary to postulate the

existence of transient states in which the dynamic conditions are

favorably enhanced.

In order that a more comprehensive picture of the changes between

the seasons may be obtained, analyses of the seasonal differences in

each parameter have been included in Appendix A. Each analysis also

shows the area for which that parameter exceeds the given critical

level.

As noted previously, the 1976/77 season was one of low Easter

Island - Darwin pressure gradient(an El Nino year). During such periods

the equatorial sea surface temperatures near longitude 180 0 are

anomalously warm. The observation of more eastward genesis events in

the South Pacific in 1976/77 raises questions concerning the role of

air-sea interactions. The changes between the 1975 and 1977 seasons in

sea surface temperature were greatest along the equator (see Fig. A3

Appendix A) west of 180°. However, in the storm cyclone genesis belts

of 5 to IS oN and S, the anomalies are only IOC or less. Since the

increased tropical cyclone activity is associated with stronger low

level equatorial westerlies (as is shown in Chapter 3), it is unclear

whether the higher equatorial sea surface temperatures lead to greater

cyclone activity or the increased equatorial westerly winds associated

with the tropical cyclones reduces the cold water upwelling. It is
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noteworthy that the greatest anomalies are equatorward of the genesis

areas. supporting in some way the latter conclusion.

Inspection of the dynamic parameter analyses in Appendix A (Figs.

A4. AS. A8. A9) reveals that the greatest changes occur in the winter

hemisphere. indicating that the global circulations are changed. as well

as the cyclone genesis climatologies between seasons.

2.5 Conclusions

The global climatology of tropical cyclones rf'vcals that while the

annual number of such weather systems only varies t,y about 10%

individual ocean basins may have nearly 40% variability. Using those

parameters Gray (1975) has identified as being crucial in tropical

cyclone genesis. an analysis of two years with markedly different

distributions of cyclone genesis points was undertaken. The following

conclusions may be drawn from the study:

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

The thermodynamic parameters such as e gradient and
middle level relative humidity changedelittle in the
tropics between seasons. Larger changes were observed
in the winter hemisphere. which appeared related to a
changing distribution of ridge/trough systems.

The cause/effect relationship between large scale sea
surface temperature anomalies and changes in location
of tropical cyclone genesis events has not been
resolved. It does appear that changes in equatorial
wind fields can explain the largest equatorial sea
surface temperature anomalies which are some distance
from the genesis areas. Within the genesis areas there
does not appear to be a strong positive correlation
between sea surface temperature and tropical cyclone
genesis event climatology.

The dynamic parameters show marked changes in the
summer hemisphere tropics and the winter hemisphere
midlatitudes. There is some circumstantial evidence
that increased troughing occurs in the winter
hemisphere in the longitudes of increased tropical
cyclone genesis activity.

The McBride (1979) genesis potential parameter is able
to account for a good deal of the variability in
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seasonal genesis patterns as well as serve as a
forecast tool on a daily basis. There is, however, the
problem that increased storm activity will lead to
increased vorticity shear, such that when incorporated
into a bimonthly mean, a more favorable genesis
parameter results.

In some sense, the use of mean data to contrast seasons of

different tropical storm climatologies represents a crude form of

compositing. The major problem being that while it is desirable to have

only those days in the composite which lead to the different genesis

patterns, there are many days in the composite whose flow fields

(particularly at upper levels) may be changed by the storm circulations.

Furthermore, if the events which lead to storm genesis are transient in

nature, lasting for a day or two, the bimonthly means will contain many

days whose flow fields contribute nothing to the storm genesis dynamics.

Many of these objections to monthly mean studies can be overcome by

careful selection of those events to be composited. However, before

proceeding to composite studies, a more detailed analysis of pregenesis

flows may be obtained through case studies. Chapter 3 describes two

such case studies.



3. CASE STUDIES

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter two case studies are presented which illustrate the

typical sequence meteorological events that precede the genesis of a

tropical cyclone in the eastern hemisphere. The first genesis event

occurs in the southern hemisphere around 1200 E, the second in the

northern hemisphere around ISOoE. Both storms may be considered to b(~

ITCZ type storms, that is they form in close proximity to the ITCZ. For

both genesis events, cross equatorial forcing appears to playa major

role. In order to assess the importance of a number of pregenesis,

winter hemisphere events in the dynamics of genesis, a survey of some

seventy-four events was made. The results indicate that for about 7S%

of all genesis events (in the longitudes IOOoE to 1800 E) there is an

equatorwards surge of cold air in the winter hemisphere. This surge is

accompanied by large scale equatorial pressure rises and followed by

accelerated westerly flow on the equatorward side of the ITCZ.

These case studies suggest that two important large scale

teleconnections are in operation. The first is the almost simultaneous

changes in midlatitude and equatorial pressure fields. The second is

the increased westerly flow accompanying the equatorial pressure rises.

3.2 The Genesis Event of March 1977

The following case study illustrates some processes which appear to

be important in tropical cyclone genesis. Charts are presented every

second day in order to illustrate how the large scale flow evolves. TIle

charts used in the research contained a much greater density of data

than those presented in this paper, not all available observations were

30
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plotted in an attempt to prepare a 1egibi1e chart. Two sources of

synoptic information were used:

i) The microfilmed analyses routinely prepared by the

Australian Bureau of Meteorology, Tropical Analysis Centre,

Darwin and

Ii) Microfilms of the tropical strip surface charts produced by

the US Weather Service.

TIle Mean ~ea 1evel (M.S.L.) chart for March 3, 1977 (Fig. 12) shows

an anticyclone moving eastwards away from the Australian continent, with

a baroclinic zone moving towards the west Australian coast. In the

northern hemisphere a cold front is moving out of China with a strong

outbreak cold high following in its wake. Weak winds are observed in

the belt 100 S to 20 0 N. At 500 mb (Fig. 13) the subtropical ridge of the

northern hemisphere lies along 12
0

N with westerlies poleward of it. In

the sOllthern hemisphere the subtropical ridge is broken near 1400 E with

the western portion near 300 S and the eastern portion near 20 0 S. At 250

mb (Fig. 14) a cut-off low over southeastern Australia breaks the upper

subtropical ridge. In the northern hemisphere a sloping subtropical

ridge from 16 0 N, 115 0 E to 60 N, 1700 E is seen. Poleward of the

subtropical ridge the weste1ies are quite zonal in character.

By the 5th of March enhanced low level northwesterly flow is

occurring through the Indonesia Archipelago (Fig. 15). The genesis of

tropical cyclone 'Karen' occurred on this day, near 160 8, 1200 E. The

northe:rn hemisphere cold outbreak high has moved equa torward, while the

baroclinic system which spawned it is moving poleward to reinforce the

Aleutian low. At 500 mb on the 5th (Fig. 16) stronger northwesterly
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flow is evident over the Indonesian Islands, indicating that the

mechanisms responsible for the monsoon flow are acting through a deep

layer. Associated with the northern hemisphere baroclinic zone is a

middle level (Fig. 16) and upper level (Fig. 17) trough over Japan. At

250 mb the geopotential heights have increased 40 to 70 gpm over

Singapore and Clarke AFB (Phillipines) respectively. A new 250 mb high

cell is evident over the Phillipines and the troughing over Australia

has dissipated.

On the M.S.L. analysis of the 7th of March (Fig. 18) the cold

outbreak high is seen to have broken away from its source region, the

Siberian high, to reinforce the northwest Pacific subtropical ridge.

The 1012 isobar has moved well down into the southern hemisphere from

its initial position through the South China Sea. Tropical cyclone

Karen is approaching landfall while two tropical depressions, one near

140 S, 1400 E the other near 180 S, 14SoE were intensifying only to

dissipate as the ITCZ moved south over the Australian continent. This

raises the important problem that not all surges may initiate tropical

storms because the ITCZ may move over a landmass or other n.ecessary

conditions may not be present. Instead a so called burst in the monsoon

occurs. Heavy rainfall over Northern Australia. associated with the

steady deep northwesterly air flow occurs.

Webster and Chou (1977) and Webster ~!l. (1977) demonstrate that

the surge/break oscillation of the monsoon can be attributed to changing

levels of solar short wave radiation received at the earth's surface.

During burst periods the increased cloudiness restricts the incoming

solar short wave radiation and hence decreases the surface temperature.

The burst weakens and break conditions become established. During break
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conditions relatively large amounts of solar short waves are received at

the surface and the atmosphere tends back towards 'burst' conditions.

The data considered in this paper suggest that second. extremely

important modulation of the monsoon intensity is occurring, namely cross

equatorial forcing.

At 500 mb on the 7th (Fig. 19) the flow from nothern to southern

hemisphere appears to have weakened, though the available data were

sparse. At 250 mb (Fig. 20) the main high cell has moved eastwards,

while the flow returning to the northern hemisphere from the heavy

convection in the Australian ITCZ is quite marked.

The changes in the surface level cross-equatorial wind field

between the 3rd and 5th of March 1977 have been plotted in wind vector

form on Fig. 21, along with streamlines of wind field change. The data
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presented are the difference between station observations at 00 Gffr on

the 3rd and 5th of March. This figure reveals clearly the increased

cross-equatorial convergence into the ITCZ between March 3rd and 5th.

Figure 22 shows the difference field between the 5th and 7th of March.

There is now a change in direction of the difference field, the surge

has weakened around the time the ITCZ disturbances are becoming most

intense, suggesting surges may be important in the initiation of

vortices in the ITCZ but not so important in their maintenance.

Figure 23 shows the positions of the 1020 mb and 1012 mb isobars on

each day, at 00 GIfr, from 3rd March 1977 through to the 7th of March.

Associated with the cold surge from the China Mainland there is a rising

o 0of pressures from 20 N to 10 S. Between the 3rd and the 4th and again

between the 6th and the 7th, the 1012 mb line is seen to move
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approximately 10
0

of latitude southwards. Observlltions similar to these

have been reported previously by Williams (1981).

Further indication that the "triggering impulse" for this cyclone

genesis/monsoon burst is northern hemispheric in origin can be obtained

by taking daily longitudinal strips of mercator projection satellite

mosaics. Figure 24 shows the sequence starting the first of March and

going through to the 11th for a 100 wide belt centered on 1500 E. On the

first of the month some isolated convection is evident around SON to the

equator. By the 4th the northern hemisphere frontal cloud band is

evident, the area of southern hemisphere tropical cloudiness has

broadened. By the 9th the cloudiness associated with the ITCZ has

d 25 08. h" h f f bpropagate to near • w 1C represents a rate 0 movement 0 a out

300 km/d averaged over a nine day period. It is noteworthy that on the

3rd of March. at each synoptic level (including those not presented

here). there is evidence of easterly winds in the belt 100 S to lOoN and

yet there appears to be energy propagation through this belt from

northern to southern hemispheres. Furthermore. this energy appears

fundamentally related to such important events as tropical cyclone

genesis and a burst in the Australian mOnSOOn. The question of energy

propagation through easterly wind regimes is addressed in later chapters

of this paper.

3.3 The Genesis Event of August 1976

To demonstrate that the sequence of events described in section 3.2

are not peculiar to southern hemisphere ITCZ bursts. a study of northern

hemisphere tropical cyclone genesis has been performed. Once again. the

tropical cyclone forms in close proximity to the ITeZ.
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On the first of August 1976. the U.S.I,. analysis (Fig. 25) reveals

a midlatitude cyclone at 42°5, 147 0 E which is deepening and moving

rapidly to the south. The zone of maxirr.um tropical cloudiness lies

along ,oN between 1300 E and 155 0 E. the observations on Fig. 25 indicate

the rIeZ to be in this area. At 500 mb on the 1st, (Fig. 26) I the

trough a.ssociated with the surface front strt!tches from near Melbourne
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on the south coast to Port Hed1and. Western Australia. Weak cross

equatorial flow has been analyzed in the vicinity of Papua. New Guinea.

At 250 mb (Fig. 27) a sloping trough is seen over Australia along with

strong outflow from the Indian monsoon. A Iropical yPper Iropospheric

Irough (TUTT) low is observed near20oN, 140oE.

The M.S.L. analysis (Fig. 28) on the 3rd of August shows the cold

outbreak high to have moved north to become established over the

Australian continent. The dew point temperature at Darwin. Australia

has dropped from 160e to 10e . d' t' th f th d l'in lca lng e passage 0 e ry lne. The

1020 mb and 1012 mb contours both show about SO latitude displacement

northwards from their positions on the first. A tropical depression is

noted near 13 0N. 1500E which reached tropical storm intensity twelve

hours later. The 500 mb analysis (Fig. 29). on the 3rd of August shows

much stronger northward wind components in the belt 100 S to SON than two

days earlier. At 250 mb (Fig. 30) all available observations indicate a

much stronger return flow from the northern to southern hemisphere.

Thus, the vertical wind shear in the equatorial belt. 100S to SON

appears to havl~ increased substantially with the evolution of the

southern hemisphere weather systems. This increased shear prior to

genesis has been an important feature of both case studies and will be

shown in Chapter 4 to be present in the composite of a large number of

pre-cyclone genesis days.

By the 5th of August on the tf.S.L. chart (Fig. 31) it can be seen

that the Australian high has again been split by troughing action. the

southeasterly winds between the equator and 200S have weakened and the

Darwin dew point has returned to a more normal dry season value of 100e.
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Fig. 31. Mean sea level pressure analysis. August 5. 1976.

The surging 1012 mb isobar has reached its maximum northern hemisphere
I

penetration. with a number of ship observations east of the Phillipines

(not plotted) indicating pressure around 1013 mb. At 500 mb. (Fig. 32).

the southerly flow at the equator. east of 130oE. has been reversed

while at 250 mb (Fig. 33) the northerly flow in this sector has been

reduced. Thus. while increased shear in the equatorial winds we:re

observed prior to genesis with the intensification of 'Billie' they {,ell

back to the levels of the 1st of August.

As in the previous case study. large scale surface wind field

difference charts have been prepared. The wind vectors are the

differences between surface wind observations at stations at 00 G~rr on

the dates given. the streamlines give a subjective analysis of the

difference flow field. Figure 34 shows the increased south to north

cross-equatorial flow between the 1st and 3rd of August. 1976. This

occurs prior to the genesis of 'Billie'. Figure 35 shows a reversal
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with the cross-equatorial flow weakened between the 3rd and 5th of

August when compared with the earlier period. As with Figs. 21 and 22.

these data seem to indicate the time scale of a surge is something less

than 4 days. Furthermore. the surge is not required for the maintenance

of a tropical storm. though it appears to assist in its formation

Once again the positions of the 1012 mb and 1020 mb isobars have

been plotted for the days included in this case. As for the March 1977

case considered previously, Fig. 36 reveals the same equatorward surging

isobars from the winter hemisphere. The maximum rate of northward

motion of the isobars is around 100 latitude/day (15 m/s) which far

exceeds the observed meridional wind velocities. It is interesting to

note that in both cases the highest equatorial pressures are in the
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August. 1977.
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vicinity of the Borneo/Celebes region. Inspection of the charts

associated with more than seventy genesis cases reveals the region 1000 E

in the northern hemisphere through to the 5th of August, with the

to 1200 E on the equator to be in some type of preferred channel for

an equatorial origin, following the surge. Figure 37 depicts these

data. There are the appearances of a minimum of convective cloudinest

I

I

I

surges from both hemispheres. This feature is further investigated if

the remainder of this chapter.

As with the previous study, 100 wide longitudinal strips of

satellite mosaics have been prepared to determine whether the cloud I
features of the northern hemisphere showed meridional propagation, wi h

I

I

passage of the low level trough across the Australia coast on the 3rd '.

and the 4th. On the 6th the convective activity increases on the

equator and by the 13th convection appears around 22 0 N. Though less

organized than the cloud fields in Fig. 24, those in Fig. 37 exhibit he

same tendencies.

3.4 Summary of Results from Case Studies JI

The climatologies of the northern and southern hemispheres are

sufficiently different in that in the longitude belt 700 E to 1800 E Ma ch

flow pa tterns are not the mirror image of August flow patterns. De sPilte

asymmetries, the largescale pre-genesis situations show some striking

In both

cold air led

similarities and suggest the presence of large scale teleconnections.

genesis events a winter hemisphere equatorwards surge of I

to rising pressures in the subtropical ridge of the winte~

hemisphere and strengthened easterly trade flow. Accompanying the
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midlatitude pressure rises were equatorial pressure rises suggesting

cold air advection behind the cold front.

In both genesis events, the pre-genesis monsoon flow revealed

stronger westerlies from the surface to 500 mb and stronger easterlies

aloft. In each case, the surface pressure field in the vicinity of 0°,

l15 0 E showed rises of the order of two millibars. thus establishing

east-west pressure gradients close to the equator. The explanation for

the enhanced westerlies may be that they are due to "down the

gradient" (antitriptic) flow. In Chapter 4 the balance equation for

antitriptic flow is written and an analysis of the observed flows made

to ascertain whether this is an acceptable hypothesis.

The third notable feature of both studies is the apparent

meridional propagation of convective areas in the summer hemisphere.

Such convective activity originates close to the equator and propagates

polewards. In each case the rate of cloud propagation is around 4 m/s.

Similar time longitude sections of satellite mosaics have been

constructed for a number of seasons, these indicate such events occur in

all seasons studied. The energy source for these events appears to be

in the baroclinic systems of the winter hemisphere. Furthermore, the

effects in the summer hemisphere are appreciable, even when winds in the

latitudes between the energy source and the tropics are easterly. This

problem is addressed from a more theoretical point of view in Chapters 7

and 8.

3.5 A Survey of Many Storm Genesis Events

For the years 1974 through to 1978 a uniform data set in the form

of microfilmed surface analyses. for the area 300 N to 50 0 S for the

circumference of the earth, is available from the US National Weather
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Service. From consideration of the case study data, five criteria for

interhemispheric interactions during storm genesis have been tested.

The criteria were not selected to be independent, in fact each is felt

to be symptomatic of the same organized pattern of large scale

circulation change. The survey is aimed at determining which provides

the best forecast tool.

The five criteria are listed below with the rationale for their

selection:

i) Greater than SO latitude or 100 longitude displacement of
the 1020 mb contour equatorwards/eastwards in the winter
hemisphere, in a 24 hour period. This usually follows a
cold front and is part of the cold air advection
associated with a cold outbreak high.

ii) A surge of wind equatorward behind the winter hemisghere
trough. Such a surge should be observed over a 10
latitude longitude area (at least) for more than two days.

iii) A 100 latitude displacement of the 1012 mb contour towards
the ITCZ, from the winter hemisphere, in a 24 hour period.
There may be multiple 1012 mb contour surges associated
with the single 1020 mb contour surge.

iv) An increase in the pressure of at least 1 mb (within SO of
the equator) over a region of 20 0 longitude.

v) An increase in the winds in the belt equator to 100 in the
summer hemisphere. Generally speaking, winds equal to or
exceeding 15 kts at the surface should be reported.

For some seventy-four tropical cyclone genesis events the tropical

strip mean sea level pressure/wind charts were analyzed for fulfillment

of one or more of these criteria. In not all cases, (due to poor data)

could a confident assessment be made. Although difficulties were

observed in about 5% of the cases, the correct change trend was often

observed. Table 4 shows the percentage of time, for each hemisphere's

genesis cases that each of the five criteria were met.
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TABLE 4

Summary for a survey of cyclone genesis forecast parameters for
seventy-four storms.

1020 mb Winter 1012 mb Equatorial Summer
Isobar Hemisphere Isobar Pressure Hemispher{~

Movement Wind Surge Movement Rise Equatorial
Winds

I Genesis 51% Yes 77% Yes 56% Yes 71% Yes 7(1% Yes
(40 cases)

II Genesis 83% Yes 85% Yes 65% Yes 79% Yes 74% Yes
(34 Cases)

otal Eastern 65% Yes 80% Yes 60% Yes 75% Yes 72% Yes
emisohere

S

NI

T
II

Clearly the technique works better in the northern to southern

hemisphere forcing than vice versa. This may be a result of the

baroclinic developments in the area east of the Asian Mainland producing

more intense cold surges than their Australian counterparts.

Of the parameters chosen, the winter hemisphere wind surge provides

the best forecast tool. The selection of the 1020 mb and 1012 mb

isobars is overly restrictive. At times the 1024 mb and 1014 mb

contours would have been more appropriate. The equatorial pressure rise

is also a fairly consistent pregenesis precursor.

The difficulty with such a survey is that is doesn't address the

null hypothesis, namely how often do surges occur and storms don't. Or

perhaps more correctly, how often does a cloud cluster experi,ence a

surge/cross equatorial effect, and subsequently dissipate? This

complementary survey has not been performed due to the lack of data on

depressions which are in such favorable positions.
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3.6 Discussion

The case studies presented at the beginning of this chapter

indicated an organization of the large scale in such a fashion as to

increase the large scale vertical wind shear in the wind field

equatorward of the pregenesis cloud cluster. The sequence of events

seen to occur in both cases began with the cold high behind a winter

hemisphere baroclinic system initiating an equatorward surge of cold

air. Pressure rises were observed to occur from the midlatitude

subtropical ridge to the equatorial regions. In the summer hemisphere

the monsoon westerly flow accelerated while the upper easterly flow also

intensified. This shear generation was followed by storm genesis.

A survey of 74 genesis events was used to confirm that these

observed large scale rearrangements occur in about 75% of all ITCZ

tropical cyclone genesis events. The survey established that this

particular sequence of events is neither a necessary nor sufficient

condition for tropical storm genesis, but rather they provide a

favorable environment.

Figure 38 shows schematically the organization of surface weather

systems prior to tropical cyclone genesis in the southern hemisphere.

The northern hemisphere cold outbreak high behind the eastward moving

baroclinic zone is depicted, along with the equatorward surging 1012 mb

isobar. In the equatorial regions enhance westerlies are shown while

the steady trades of the southern hemisphere assist in enhancing

convergence into the vicinity of the genesis point~

Figure 39 depicts schematically the arrangement of the surface

weather systems prior to northern hemisphere genesis. There are several

minor changes from Fig. 38. The area of equatorial pressure rises
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appears less extensive in a longitudinal sense and closer to the genes s

longitude. This reflects somewhat weaker surges of the southern

hemisphere. It may also occur because the northwest Pacific clusters

are moving westwards at around 8 m/s. they then 'feel' the surge effec s

when they are some distance east of the genesis longitude.

These idealizations of how the large scale sets up prior to

provide a genesis hypothesis which may be tested with composite studie •

They also indicate inter-relationships between the large scale wind an

pressure fields which can be further investigated with time series dat •
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4. TELECONNECTIONS AND ANTITRIPTIC FLOW

4.1 Introduction

In a recent article by Wallace and Gutzler (1981). teleconnectionsl

have been defined as "contemporanous correlations between geopotential

heights on a given pressure surface at widely separated points on

earth". In this section the definition has been altered to include

correlations between pressure fields on the surface of the earth and

correlations between wind fields and pressure fields.

The case studies and subsequent survey of many storm genesis events

in Chapter 3 revealed that pressure rises in the subtropics. associated

with cold outbreak highs. were accompanied by pressure rises in the

tropics. In this chapter it will be shown that the pressure fields of

othe deep tropics (within 5 of the equator) are highly correlated with

those of the subtropics.

An additional feature of the case study data was the observation of

'down the pressure gradient' (antitriptic) flow of the westerly winds

equatorward of the ITCZ. Time series of wind fields and pressure

gradients are analyzed in this chapter to determine how consistently

such flows occur.

4.2 Teleconnections in the Large Scale Pressure Fields

In order to prepare time series of surface pressure data. two

different sources were used. For the Borneo.China and Solomon Island

areas mean surface pressures were computed daily by reading the pressure

plotted at 5 or 6 stations in each area and taking an arithmetic

average. The data were read from microfilmed tropical strip analyses.

For stations over the Australian Mainland. in the vicinity of New Guinea

and the northwest Pacific daily rawinsondes of height and temperature

58
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were available at 900 mb, 700 mb and 500 mb. For these stations, the

surface pressure was computed by use of the hypsometric equation, that

is:

p
surface

::::
gAz

P700 exp ( _).
RT

where Az is the geopotential height in meters of the 700 mb pressure

surface.

T is the mean layer temperature given by the empirical relation

where subscripts denote pressure levels.

The locations of the areas for which mean pressures were evaluated

and stations for which it was calculated are shown on Fig. 40.

The time series of MSL area mean pressure for Borneo and China for

the winter tlONEX period (1st Dec. 1978 to 5th March 1979) are shown in

Fig. 41. Also, plotted are the periods for which a northeasterly trade

wind surge was observed to occur through longitude 120oE. The surges

were defined as occurring in an area where three or more observations

(usually ship observations) reported surface winds equal to or exceeding

25 knots. Furthermore, the area affected exceeded ten degrees longitude

by five degrees latitude for at least two days. It can be seen (From

Fig. 41) that the surges are associated with periods of high China

pressure and are often followed by storm genesis in the southern

hemisphere.

The two time series plotted on Fig. 41 show similar trends, the

statistical significance of which may be determined through the

evaluation of time lagged correlation coefficients. If the Borneo time

series lags the the China time series by 12 days, then 11 and so on

until it leads by 12 days, and the correlation coefficient evaluated for
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each lag/lead, an appreciation of the time scale of the large scale

pressure field changes can be obtained. Figure 42 shows such a time

lagged correlation coefficients for the time series in Fig. 41. For a

time series of 100 points a correlation coefficient of 0.25 is

significant at the .01% level and .33 at the .001% level. It must be

concluded from the correlation coefficient of 0.6 (on Fig. 42) that the

correlation between the China and Borneo means is highly significant.

If this time lagging procedure is repeated for two sine waves of equal

frequency for a phase lead/lag of rr/2 the correlation coefficient equals

0, at rr it equals -1. Thus, it is possible that 5 days corresponds to

1/4 of the period of dominant forcing in the surface pressure field,

however such a periodicity could be obtained from time lagging of two

stationary series.

In order to determine whether the strong correlation between the

Borneo and China mean pressures during 1978/79 Occurs annually, similar

time series were prepared for the 1974/75 and 1973/74 northern

hemisphere winters. Table 5 shows the time lagged correlation

coefficients for each of the three seasons. It is very obvious from

this table that the 1978/79 season differed markedly from the two other

seasons. Inspection of the synoptic charts for six winter seasons

reveals that during 1978/79 the cold surges were much further east than

usual. Figure 43 shows a histogram of the location of the western edge

of the cold surges for the 1978/79 (year of the winter MONsoon

EXperiment) season and a six season mean (which includes the MONEX

season). From this figure it is quite apparent that the surges were

further east than usual. Further examination of the synoptic charts

revealed that in the years of many surges through the South China Sea
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Fig. 42. Time lagged correlation between China and Borneo pressures
series for the MONEX period.

TABLE 5

Hong Kong area mean pressure correlated with the Borneo mean pressure

La s) -2 -1 0 1 2

Season

1978/79 .30 .52 .60 .56 .42
(MONEX)

1974/75 -.06 .03 .05 .03 .01

1973/74 -.02 -.01 -.01 -.01 .02
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Fig. 43. Histograms g1v1ng the longitude belt in which the western
edge of Northern Hemisphere, winter, cold surges were
located. The long term (six season) distribution is
contrasted with that for the MONEX period.

(longitudes Ii00E to 120oE) small low pressure systems form in the

vicinity of the Borneo northwest coast, leading to a regional lowering

of the pressure at times of strong pressure rises over the Hong Kong

area and thus giving rise to a negative correlation between China and

Borneo area pressure fields.

It is possible to depict schematically the flow of the Borneo

region in the 1iONEX period and contrast that with the two typical flow

regimes more usually observed. Figure 44 shows the MONEX period cross-

equatorial flow, with the surge zone for that season between longitudes

o 0120 E and 150 E. Figure 45 depicts the six year mean surge zone and

associated low level cross-equatorial flow. Figure 46 has the same

surge zone as in Fig. 45, but now the flow around northwest Borneo is

perturbed by a low. The more intense the surge, the stronger the low

and hence a negative correlation between midlatitude pressure and Borneo

pressure occurs for some periods while a positive correlation occurs at
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times when the flow is unperturbed by Borneo lows. Thus, when seeking

to understand the large scale pressure field teleconnections, it is

necessary to study the weather systems which occur within the region of

study.

For the 1973/74 and 1974/75 seasons a mean pressure was evaluated

for the Singapore area which appears to be uneffectcd by the Borneo

lows. Table 6 shows the correlation coefficients for the time lagged

correlation between the Hong Kong and Singapore mean pressures. It is

quite apparent that the large scale pressure field teleconnections is in

effect for the 1973/74 season, though the effect is reduced in 1974/75.

Chang and Lau (1980) and Chang ~~. (1979) have studied those

events wherein a cold surge through the South China Sea is associated

with the development of a Borneo low. Chang and Lau show schematically

that the enhanced convection in the Borneo area is the ascending branch

of both the Hadley and Walker circulations. Analysis of the time series

data and many cases suggests such circulation regimes occur around

November and December. By January and February the ITCZ is well

established in the Southern Hemisphere and the strongest ascending

branch of the Hadley and Walker circulations is over the New Guinea

highlands and Solomon Islands. During these periods the pressure fields

over China and Borneo rise and fall in phase.

lne same type of investigation has been carried out to determine

whether during the southern hemisphere winter, the Borneo pressure field

is highly correlated with the stations equatorward of the subtropical

ridge in the southern hemisphere. The results of this study are given

in Table 7, for the 1974 Austral winter and Table 8 for the 1975 Austral

winter. The correlation coefficients are lower than in the Northern
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TABLE 6

Hong Kong area mean pressure correlated with the Singapore area mean
pressure.

L ag (days) -2 -1 0 1 2

Season
1973/74 .49 .57 .50 .27 -.08

1974/75 .13 .19 .26 .22 .18

TABLE 7

Correlation coefficients for the correlation of Australian station
surface pressures with the Borneo area mean surface pressure 1975.

Dav Before
Year 1975 -2 -1 0 1 2
Station

Broome
Carnarvon
Darwin
Perth

.09
-.03

.05

.08

.17

.08

TABLE 8

.21

.25

.32

.32

.19

.42

.27

.15

.32

Correlation coefficients for the correlation of Australia station
surface pressures with the Borneo area mean surface pressure 1974.

Day Before
Year1974 -2 -1 0 1 2
Sta tion

Broome .14 .14 .23 .33 .23
Carnarvon .08 -.02 -.03 -.07 -.03
Darwin .02 .08 .25 .37 .27
Perth .05 -.06 -.04 -.11 -.21

Hemisphere case yet still highly significant for the Australian statio~

pressure lagging the Borneo pressure by about 1 day. The time lag may

enter the system because the stations are located to the east of Bornep
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while the pressure field forcing of the subtropical ridge generally

occurs through its interaction with the eastward propagating weather

systems of the westerly wind belt. The lower correlations may enter the

system for one or more reasons. The computation of surface pressure

downward may neglect the effect of cold air surges beneath the trade

inversion. Or alternatively. the southern hemisphere surges may be less

intense than their northern hemisphere counterparts. leading to weaker

interactions between the subtropics and the equatorial regions.

The importance of the surges in maintaining high correlations may

be assessed in a somewhat subjective manner. Inspection of the curves

on Fig. 41 suggests that in early December the pressure fields are less

highly correlated than after the first surge. Evaluating the

correlation coefficient at zero time lag for the two series, from the

first of January to 5 March yields a coefficient which has risen from

0.6 for the entire series to 0.78 for this partial series. Performing

similar analyses on the other seasons indicates that after the first

surge of each winter season the pressure fields have this strong

tendency to oscillate together.

The poor correlation of Carnarvon (Table 8) (and all stations

south) may be explained by noting the different climatologies of it from

Broome and Darwin. Through the Austral winter, Broome and Darwin lie in

the southeast trades exclusively. Carnarvon is effected (at times) by

the passage of westerly troughs whose associated cold outbreak highs may

perturb the subtropical ridge to a greater or lesser extent not well

determined by the magnitude of the pressure change across the trough.

In summary, there appears to be a teleconnection between the winter

hemisphere subtropical pressure fields and those in equatorial regions.
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The deep equatorial pressure fields are observed to be 'beating in ti e'

with those in the winter hemisphere midlatitudes. Furthermore, for

stations on the same longitude, near simultaneity between midlatitude

and equatorial pressure rises, are observed.

4.3 Antitriptic Flow

From inspection of case study data it would appear that the monso n

flow in the tropics has a component directed down the pressure gradie t.

In this section it will be shown from theoretical considerations that

quite large deviations from geostrophy are to be expected in the deep

tropics. Mahrt (1972) has shown that strong cross isobar flow in the

boundary layer can be expected in a cross equatorial stream as the

rapidly changing Coriolis with latitude is not compensated for by

corresponding pressure gradient changes. This effect rapidly damps y

from the equator, and would not appear to be observable more than 30

downstream from the equator. It will be seen in Chapter 8 of this pap r

that strong cross isobar flow occurs in the absence of friction, howev r

in this chapter an analysis is perfomed to identify cross isobar flow n

the monsoon stream within 100 of the equator, with friction playing a

part in the observed processes. Time series of pressure gradient and

wind data are examined for areas encompassing both northern and southe n

hemisphere monsoon westerlies.

Antitriptic flow has been defined by Saucier (1955, p. 242) as on

characterized by a balance between Coriolis, pressure gradient and

frictional forces. It is possible to parameterize the frictional forc

by assuming that it acts against the flow and is proportional to the

wind speed. Following the analysis of Schaefer and Doswell (1980) the

balance equation for antitriptic flow can be written:
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-fkx '¥AT - (fJp - K WAT o [2]

where K is the Guldburg-Mohn coefficient, and W
AT

is the antitriptic

wind vector.

An alternative definition for the antitriptic wind is found in the

Glossary of Meteorology (1959 page 36). In this definition a two way

balance between friction and pressure gradient is assumed and the

examples of antitriptic flow given are mesoscale events where their time

scale is much less than 1/f. However. in the tropics there remains the

question of whether (-fkx V) is of the same order of magnitude as (a \7

P). Noting from Fig. 51 that (\7 P) is approximately 5 mb over 40 0

longitude and I wi is approximately 5 m/s. a crude scale analysis

reveals that for latitude less than 4 0 latitude the balance in Eq. 2 is

primarily between friction and the pressure gradient force. TIiat is at

very low latitudes winds adjust to east-west pressure gradients by

running down the gradient. In the latitude belt 40 to 20 0 there is a

three way balance between the pressure gradient. Coriolis and frictional

forces.

It may be noted that in Eq. 2 the acceleration term has been

neglected. The adjustment time for the pressurelwind fields coming to

balance in the presence of unbalancing perturbations is given by Silva

Dias and Schubert (1979) as:

T r IC
e g

[3]

where r is the e-folding radius of the disturbance and C the group
e g

velocity of the gravity waves generated by the out of balance wind and

pressure fields. For an equatorial pressure rise with r equal to 20 0

e

longitude and a gravity wave group velocity of 56 mls (which corresponds
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to a two layer atmosphere (Silva Dias and Schubert, 1979) then on a tOme

scale of about one half a day the wind and mass fields can be assumed to

come to balance. If time series data are to be used to investigate t c

large scale, long term relationships between winds and pressure

gradient, observations taken daily should be used to ensure that shor

term oscillations associated with adjustment processes do not

contaminate the results.

Returning to Eq. 2 and noting that it is appropriate for large

scale, slowly varying, straight flows at least 40 from the equator, t en

by use of the geostrophic wind relationship the difference between th s

antitriptic wind and the geostrophic wind may be illustrated.

Substituting for the geostrophic wind

=

in Eq. 2, and rearranging gives:

" a
k x f \7p 4]

= 5]

In order to solve (5) for the magnitude and speed of the

antitriptic wind it is necessary to have a good estimate of K. In

general, the flow is considered to be antitriptic in the boundary layer

where the frictional dissipation of the wind is parameterized by:

CD = 4 x 10-3

3
p 1.25 kg/m

~ 10
2 2/ 2= m s

Z = 103
m

[6]
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substituting the typical values for the constants and solving (6) for K

yields a value of 5 x 10-5 s-1 which is equal to that used by Schaefer

and Doswell (1980). Above the boundary layer (K) is assumed to decrease

rapidly reducing (2) to the geostrophic balance equation.

In the westerly monsoon stream equatorward of the ITCZ the effects

of abundant tropical convection must be considered. If cumulus clouds

rearrange momentum in the vertical, in a down gradient sense, they will

decelerate the flow. In this situation the friction cannot be

considered to go to zero above the boundary layer and the observations

would be expected to show a deep layer of antitriptic flow.

Before solving Eq. 5 for the deep layer antitriptic flow an

estimate of the deep layer deceleration due to convection is required.

Lee (1981) has calculated the effect of subgrid processes (including

convection) on the tangential momentum fields for a number of composite

tropical cyclones in the north Atlantic and northwest Pacific oceans.

Lee defines the total conective effect as that residual which results

from evaluation of all the terms in the radially averaged tangential

momentum equation except that of vertical advection of momentum. Figure

47 shows the acceleration of the tangential winds by this total

convective effect for the composite !tlantic !ropical cyclone,

Qeveloping Stage 1 (ATD3). Below 600 mb there appears to be a

deceleration of the tangential wind which suggests friction is not zero

in this layer.

Figure 48 shows a vertical profile of the ATD3 radially averaged

tangential wind and a vertical profile of the composite zonal component

of the wind, one day before tropical cyclone genesis in the southern

hemisphere in the westerly monsoon stream, 20
0

northwest of the
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circulation center. (Further discussion of this data is left for

Chapter 5). TIle curves have similar net shear and a similar profile,

however, the cyclone tangential wind profile is displaced further to the

right of the somewhat arbitrary origin. The similarities lend support

to the contention that convection embedded in the monsoon current may

modify the zonal momentum field in a similar fashion to the way

convection in the ATD3 system modifies the tangential wind field. In

order then to get a crude estimate of K in the monsoon westerlies it is

possible to hypothesize that below 700 mb. the deceleration due to the

K is then equal to

total convective effect is of the order of 5 mlsld acting on a wind of

-5 -11.2 x 10 s •order 5 m/s.

Returning to Eq. 5 which is the equation for a circle of diameter

Wg a graphical representation of the difference between WAT and W
g

may

be plotted. The angle (6) between \V
g

and W
AT

is given by:

e -1
tan (Kif)

-5 0
Using a value of K = 1.2 x 10 the WAT vector. from 5 latitude to the

pole. for each hemisphere has been plotted on Fig. 49. It must be

remembered that as the Coriolis parameter becomes small, the veering

angle will tend to 90
0

• with antitriptic winds running down the pressure

gradient.

Rather than merely hypothesizing that in a monsoonal flow the

convection acts to decelerate the lower levels of westerly flow, it is

possible to make some crude calculations of (K), given time series of

winds and pressure gradients. However, the space scale of such an

investigation is an important parameter. Silva Dias and Schubert (1978)

have shown that in the tropics the wind field can be expected to adjust
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Fig. 49. Graphical representation of the relation~gi~lbetweenVAT an
V at varying latitude. for K = 1.2 x 10 s •

g

to the pressure field in those situations where the pressure

perturbation has a radius larger than the Rossby radius of deformatio •

At 50 latitude. for a two layer atmosphere (with easterlies above

westerlies. as shown in Fig. 48) the Rossby radius of deformation is

about 1500 km (Silva Dias and Schubert. 1979). In investigating the

degree of antitripicity of the large scale tropics it is necessary the

to determine pressures over distances around 20 0 of longitude (or

greater).

Two large scale pressure gradients have been defined. The first

from Borneo to the Solomon Islands. the second from Borneo to SON.

1650 E. For each gradient. about 100 days of surface pressure gradient

Cap's) have been calculated and cross correlation coefficients between

these and the winds at stations between the end points of the gradient

calculated. Figure 50 shows the locations of these stations and areas
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were calculated and intervening stations whose wind fields
were cross correlated with the pressure gradient time series.

The wind field time series initially lags the pressure field by

twelve days anti then the lag is progressively reduced by one day until

it leads by 12 days. By selecting the day of maximum correlation

between the two, the response time of the antitriptic wind to the

pressure gradient may be calculated. In order to calculate e, the angle

between W
g

and W
AT

, the station wind field is resolved into components

normal and parallel (VI and v2 respectively) to Wg, and the correlation

coefficient between dp and vI calculated. The wind field is then

decomposed into components where vI is at 80
0 to ~g and the lag/lead

correlation coefficients reevaluated. This procedure is repeated in 10
0

steps until VI is parallel to Wg• The angle betweenWAT and V is
g

assumed to be that when the correlation between Ap and VI time series is

greatest.

Figure 51 shows the 600 mb wind (VI component> at Port Uoresby and

the Borneo-Solomon Island pressure gradient for the Austral summer of
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1978/79. The two curves appear similar and cross correlation

coefficients support these similarities. Figure 52 shows several plots

of the correlation coefficient between these series for lag of 12 days

through to lead of 12 days, for differing angles between vI and \Y.g

From these data it has been concluded that the angle between '¥AT and

'fg is 54°. The time series for vI at 540 is that plotted on Fig. 5!.

Figure 52 shows a similar trend to observed in all other time/angle

lagged correlations. That is, for large angles between W
g

and VI' the

wind field lags the pressure gradient by relatively few days. Then as

the angle between Wg and VI decreases, the time lag between wind field

pressure gradient maximum correlation increases. This suggests that

with the establishment of an east-west equatorial pressure gradient the

winds commence 'running down' the gradient. Then with an increasing

number of days the winds begin veering towards geostrophic balance.

That the time scale of this process is of the order of days is difficult

to explain. Perhaps the intensity of convection decreases with time

after a surge lowering K, leading to a tendency towards geostrophic

balance.

Tables 9 and 10 carry data for these time/angle lagged calculations

of correlation coefficient for two summer seasons in each hemisphere.

The southern hemisphere monsoon most closely approximates a straight

antitriptic stream (centrifugual forces have been neglected in (2»,

perhaps explaining the higher correlation in Table 9 than in 10. The

950 mb data for the 1978/79 season gave the unusual result that the best

correlation occurred at an angle of e greater than 90°. The data showed

the correlation between Ap and VI to be high through to an angle of
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74
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and then dropping off sharply. <0Accordingly 74 has been suggeste

as an appropriate 9.

Because of the extreme crudeness of this technique. it was felt

that the arithmetic mean of the veering angles. substituted into (6)

would be sufficient to give an order of magnitude estimate of K. For a

latitude of SO (which is close to the wind stations latitudes) for th

-5 -1norhern hemisphere K = 3.5 x 10 s and for the southern. K = 2.0 x

-5 -1
10 s • These are slightly larger than the data of Lee (1981) would

suggest. but not unreasonable considering the crude method of their

determination.

4.4 Discussion and Conclusions

In Chapter 3 it was seen that associated with subtropical wind

field surges in the winter hemisphere were pressure rises throughout he

subtropics to equatorial regions. In this chapter time series of

subtropical pressure fields were correlated with those of equatorial
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TABLE 9

Correlation between Borneo mean pressure minus the Solomon mean pressure
and the wind at Port Moresby southern hemisphere summers.

ear Level Maximum No. of Days Angle Between
Corr. Wind Lags Wg and WAT

Coefficient Pressure

975/76 900 mb .60 4 34°
700 mb .61 3 24°

978/79 950 m .69(.74) 4(4) 74 0 (104 0
)

600 lllb .73 1 54°

Mean 46°

Y

1

1

TABLE 10

Correlation between Borneo mean pressure minus 50 N, 1650 mean pressure
and northwest Pacific station winds, Northern hemisphere summer.

ear Sta Hon Level Maximum No. of Days Angle Between
Corr. Wind Lags '¥ and 'YAT

Coefficie-nt Pressure g

974 Koror 900 mb .40 7 27.5
0

700 mb .46 5 77 .5
0

Yap 900 mb .42 6 77 .5
0

700 mb .51 5 77 .5 0

Truk 900 mb .38 5 37.5 0

700 mb .38 5 37.5 0

975 Koror 900 mb .53 5 57.5 0

700 mb .45 5 57.5°

Yap 900 mb .43 5 47.5 0

700 rob .42 5 67.5 0

Truk 900 mb .36 5 77 .5°
700 mb .34 4 77 .5 0

Mean 600

Y

1

1
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pressure fields. It was seen that the equatorial pressure fields move

up and down in rythmn with the subtropical fields. The development of

regional scale weather systems can obscure this relationship, but by

selecting areas not affected by these systems the subtropical-equatori 1

connection can be shown to be present in all winter seasons.

It was also seen in Chapter 3 that winter hemisphere surge events

can lead to east-west pressure gradients becoming established on the

equator. In order to investigate how the observed wind fields relate t

large scale equatorial pressure gradients four seasons of time series

data were analyzed. In all cases the component of the wind whi<:h

correlated most highly with the observed pressure gradient was at an

angle to both the pressure gradient and the geostrophic wind vector.

Using this angle a mean friction coefficient for each hemisphere was

calculated, these were of a similar magnitude to that obtained by Lee

(1981) in a much more sophisticated analysis. The intriguing result

that it takes up to four or five days after establishment of a pressure

gradient to observe the wind field which corre1ate:s most highly with it

remains unexplained, though it may be related to changing levels of

convection within the monsoonal stream. An alternative explanation

could be that after the initial establishment of an equatorial east-wes

pressure gradient, the wind fields rapidly adjust. Accelerated

monsoonal westerlies trigger ITCZ disturbances whi,~h further accelerate

the westerlies over some longer time period, leading to high

correlations at 4 days lag. In this latter situation the friction

calculations would be invalid.

In conclusion, the time series analyzed have shown that winter

hemisphere baroc1inic actions constantly change the east-west equatoria
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pressure gradients. They also reveal the winds to be substantially out

of geostrophic balance, with a tendency for 'down the gradient' flow.

However, the subsequent calculation of friction in the monsoon stream

from the diagnosed veering angles must be treated with caution, and must

further be investigated.



5. COMPOSITE MIDLATITUDE HEIGHT FIELDS

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 it was shown that for months of differing tropical

cyclone climatologies the large scale dynamic parameters were

considerably altered, particularly in the winter hemisphere. Through

the consideration of case study data in Chapter 3. it appeared that co d

surges in the winter hemisphere can lead to increased equatorial

westerly flow which assists in the tropical cyclone genesis process.

survey of seventy four cyclones revealed that the cross equatorial

forcing was present in about 75% of all genesis events.

In this chapter a large number of days have been separated into

four classes depending on where they appear to be in the tropical

cyclone quiet/active cycle (described in Chapter 1). Composite

midlatitude height fields are presented for each class, for an area

to 500 S over a 90 0 wide longitude belt. Using these data it is possib e

to obtain an appreciation of the midlatitude height anomalies preceedi

tropical cyclone genesis without having to contend with the problem of

cyclone circulations biaing the data. Unfortunately the analysis

schemes used to prepare the data make it exceedingly difficult to draw

conclusions on how the tropical flow fields evolve prior to storm

genesis.

It will be seen that anomalies of the order of 50 Qeogotential

Meters (GPM) do develop in both winter and summer hemispheres prior to

genesis. The summer hemisphere anomaly is indicative of increased

anticyclonicity poleward of the developing ITCZ system, the winter

hemisphere anomaly suggests increased baroclinicity at all levels in t e

genesis longitudes. These conclusions are based on the analysis of da a

82
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for both northern and southern hemisphere summers in the eastern

hemisphere.

5.2 Data Stratification Procedure

In order to investigate the interaction between midlatitude flow

fields and the tropics. the quiet and active periods were defined more

precisely. A quiet period is one for which no tropical cyclones occur

within ± 4 days and is defined at a longitude for which no cyclones

occur within ± 40 0 (longitude). An active period commences on the day

the responsible national tropical cyclone warning centre first analyzes

(in their best track summary) a disturbance to have gradient level wind

speeds in excess of 34 kts. The active period continues through to the

dissipation of the last storm existing in that period.

A summary of the important large scale flow pattern differences

between quiet and active periods can most effectively be made by

compo siting available synoptic data for a series of dates. stratified by

their belonging to quiet or active periods.

The preparation of a composite analysis requires a point to be

defined about which the data are composited. In analyzing the

midlatitude flow patterns associated with active periods, data were

composited about the longitude of storm genesis keeping latitude fixed.

The contrasting quiet period sample was chosen to have the same

longitude and Julian day number distribution. as the active sample. To

more accurately specify the evolution of the midlatitudes in the period

preceding tropical storm development, four data stratifications were

composited:

i) 3 days prior to an active period (denoted -3)
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ii) 1 day prior to an active period (denoted -1)

iii) During an active period (denoted A)

iv) During a quiet period (denoted Q).

Because of the relative abundance of active period days this sample was

larger (but with approximately the same date longitude distribution)

than the other samples.

Table 11 gives the number of charts in each of the four categories

for southern and northern hemisphere genesis/nongenesis.

TABLE 11

Number of days composited in each category, in each hemisphere.

Northern Hemisphere

Southern Hemisphere

Quiet

45

52

-3 days

50

50

~day

50

50

During

160

150

5.3 Description of Data Composited

The data used in compositing were the grid point hemispheric

analyses of height, temperature and wind prepared routinely in the

southern hemisphere by the Australian Numerical Modelling Research

£entre (A.N.M.R.C.) and in the northern hemisphere by the United State

National !eather £entre (N.W.C.). A comprehensive description of the

N.W.C. product may be obtained from Cressman (1959), McDonell (1962) a d

Gustafson (1965). The Australian system is in broad detail quite

similar to that used by the N.W.C. Gauntlett (1972) and Seaman (1977)

provide a description of this analysis system with emphasis on the

differences from the N.W.C. system which enable a more satisfactory

treatment of the vast, data sparse, southern oceans.
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The N.W.C. scheme uses the previous twelve-hour numerical prognosis

as a first guess field and incorporates all available rawinsonde and

liatellite Infrared Radiation ~ectrometer (SIRS) data along with

regression equations (climatology) in data sparse areas. to prepare the

analyses. This scheme then uses the height fields to prepare gradient

balanced wind fields (with some correction to allow for cyclostrophic

accelerations). The A.N.M.R.C. scheme uses manual surface and 1000-500

mb thickness analyses as the first guess field poleward of 25 0 S

equatorward of 15 0 S climatology is used and between 150 S and 25°8 there

is a progressively changing weighting between the two fields. No SIRS

data is incorporated into the ANI~C System while all available wind data

are transformed to height gradient information by use of a gradient/

geostrophic balance scheme. Once again the final wind fields are then

derived from height fields assuming gradient/geostrophic balance.

The composite analyses of height. wind and temperature fields from

the grid point data summarize the important midlatitude synoptic

differences between quiet and active periods. However. observational

work by Nunez (1980) and theoretical work by Schubert et~. (1980)

indicate that the essential physics of the tropic-midlatitude

interaction involves the unbalancing of the wind and mass fields.

Because of the assumed balance of these fields in these analysis

schemes, a further analysis of tropical station data (where wind and

height are measured independently) is needed to fully describe the

tropical flow fields and specify the physics of the tropic-midlatitude

interaction.
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5.4 Results

As described earlier, composite charts have been produced

days prior to genesis, one day prior to genesis, during active periods

and during quiet periods, for quiet/active cycles in both the norther

and the southern hemispheres. Each composite analysis covers the area

SOoN to 500 S in a longitude belt 900 wide centered on the longitude of

genesis. Data fields composited are surface pressure, 1000 mb, 850 mb,

700 mb, 500 mb, 250 mb and 200 mb geopotential height, temperature and

wind.

The most convenient way to depict the evolution of the large-seal

flow fields to a situation favorable for tropical storm genesis is to

subtract the quiet period charts from their respective -3, -1 and Acti e

period charts. In doing so, a set of composite anomaly charts are

produced. In all, some 350 composite charts and composite anomaly

charts form this set of analyses, obviously all fields cannot be

presented in the discussion which follows, accordingly only those data

will be presented which are required to build a clear picture of the

interactions occurring.

Figures 53 through 56 show the spatial distribution of points abo t

which the quiet/active composites were prepared. Each dot in Figs. 54

and 55 represent the point in which the first tropical cyclone in an

active period attained winds equal to or exceeding 17.5 m/s. These

points were obtained from post analysis 'best tracks' from the Joint

Typhoon Warning Center in Guam and for the Australian region from

Lourensz (1977). The points in Figs. 53 and 56 were selected to have

the same longitude/date distributions as samples in Figs. 54 and 55.
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Figure 57 is the quiet period mean sea level pressure composite

analysis for the southern hemisphere. At 50 0 N and 300 E of the genesis

longitude (marked on the longitude scale), the Aleutian low at about

1006 mb can be seen, while at the same latitude but 400 W of the genesis

longitude, the composite Siberian high of 1023 mb is evident. At 300S

to 35 0 S the subtropical ridge extends across the analysis with minimum

pressures around 1014 mb in the longitude of genesis, reflecting lower

pressures over the heated Australian continent. At 50 S the monsoon

trough with central pressures around 1008 mb extends across the whole

composite. It is noteworthy that the low pressures in this trough fall

to their lowest values northeast of where the Australian continent is

located. This is about the area of the Solomon Islands. Thus, in the

composite quiet conditions there is an east-west pressure gradient of 2

mb from 100 W of the genesis longitude to 35 0 E of the genesis longitude.

Following the analysis of Chapter 3, this would be expected to lead to a

steady state westerly antitriptic wind, accelerated by either pressure

rises to the west or falls to the east.

Figure 58 shows the 500 mb height field composite for the same time

periods as in Fig. 57. This field is relatively featureless compared to

the previous mean sea-level pressure analysis. The usual gradient of

height increasing from high latitudes to subtropical ridges located near

o a12 Nand 20 S. Figure 59 is the 200 mb height composite for the same

time period as in Figs. 57 and 58. Once again the height increases from

high latitudes to the subtropical ridges now located equatorward of 100

in each hemisphere. These fields are very much as one would expect them
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to be, reinforcing the belief that compositing the grid point height

values leads to a meaningful analysis.

5.4.1 Southe~n Hemisphere Genesis Composite Height Anomaly Charts

Rather tllan present the composites of -3, -1 and A to compare with

the Q charts of Figs. 57, 58, and 59, the anomaly charts for -3 minus Q,

-1 minus Q and A minus Q have been computed. Figure 60 is the -3 minus

Q 1000 mb height anomaly field for genesis occurring at the point +.

The northern hemisphere positive height anomaly of 55 GPM near 4S oN on

the genesis longitude represents a tendency for strong anticyclonicity

around these latitudes preceding southern hemisphere genesis. However,

between 2SoN and 150N there is a belt of negative anomalies implying

that the baroclinic disturbances in the winter hemisphere westerlies

have moved abut 15 0 equatorward relative to their quiet positions three

days before tropical cyclone genesis in the southern hemisphere. Tlle

equatorial regions west of the genesis longitude show weak, but positive

pressure rises consistent with the case study data of Chapter 3. In the

southern hemisphere of 4S
o

S and 1SoE of the genesis longitude is a

positive height anomaly of 26 GPM. Tllis reflects a reduction in

baroclinic action poleward of the tropical depression prior to genesis.

It is noteworthy that the northern hemisphere anomaly is nearly twice as

great as that in the southern hemisphere. lucre are two possible

explanations for this:

i) Greater variability of intensity of winter hemisphere
systems inherently leads to larger anomalies

ii) The forcing from the northern hemisphere is more important
than that from the southern hemisphere.
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As will be seen from a comparison with the analysis in section

5.4.2, the northern hemisphere winter anomalies do exceed those in the

southern hemisphere winter, but not greatly. This suggests the cold

surges of the China region are more intense than those of the Australian

region. liowever, the summer hemisphere anomalies are generally weaker

than those of the winter hemisphere.

The 1000 mb -1 minus Q composite given in Fig. 61 shows the

northern hemisphere positive anomaly to be reduced to 29 GPM at its

maximum with the 30
0

N negative anomaly at 40 0 E of the genesis longitude

decreased from -18 GPM to -30 GPM. 111is suggests a rapid west to east

translation of baroclinic systems. The positive equatorial anomaly

remains, though diminished in magnitude. In the southern hemisphere,

the 45 0 8 positive anomaly has remained of the same magnitude but moved

slightly west to be very nearly on the genesis longitude. Figure 62

gives the A minus Q 1000 mb height anomaly. The northern hemisphere

shows the now familiar picture of strong height rises from SOON to

o 0around 30 N and falls equatorward of 30 N. The weak equatorial anomaly

has gone indicating the surging effect leading to equatorial rises does

not persist through the lifetime of storms. but is a transient event

present only at their genesis. The positive anomaly in the southern

hemisphere is roughly half that of the -3 minus Q and -1 minus Q charts,

but is displaced further equatorward.

Figure 63 shows the 500 mb -3 minus Q composite. In the winter

(northern) hemisphere there is apparently stronger baroclinic action

associated with the negative height anomalies in the belt running SW to

NE from 2SoN 300 W of genesis longitude to SOON 2SoE of genesis
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longitude. with evidence of a strong cold outbreak high in the wake 0

the baroclinic zone. A positive height anomaly in the southern

hemisphere of 52 GPM lies nearly directly over its 1000 mb counterpar •

Figure 64 is the -1 minus Q 500 mb composite. The northern

hemisphere positive anomaly has been reduced by one third and the

apparent center of anomalously large baroclinic action has moved near y

to the eastern edge of the composite. once again suggesting rapid

progression of the baroclinic centres of action. There is now a break

in the subtropical negative anomalies indicating height rises moving

equatorwards. In the southern hemisphere the positive height anomaly

has remained in the same position though halved in magnitude.

On the 500 mb A minus Q in Fig. 65 the northern hemisphere now

resembles -3 minus Q in Fig. 63. however. the negative anomaly is much

greater near 500 N showing the baroclinic low centers to be much more

intense and much more poleward during southern hemisphere tropical

cyclone active periods than at three days prior to the period. This

suggests that at around three days before the commencement of a southe n

hemisphere active period the low centers of the northern hemisphere ar

at their most equatorward displacement. then by one day before. the

height rises in the wake of the baroclinic zone have r.eplaced falls.

The cold surge is occurring. The southern hemisphere positive anomaly.

as for the 1000 mb A minus Q composite shows a weakening and equatorwa d

displacement.

Figures 66. 67. and 68 give the 200 mb height anomaly composites

-3 minus Q. -1 minus Q and A minus Q respectively. They demonstrate

essentially the same features as their 1000 mb and 500 mb countllrparts.
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Fig. 66. 200 mb height anomaly field for the southern hemisphere
summer. -3 minus Q height difference (GPM).
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Fig. 67. 200 mb height anomaly field for the southern hemisphere
summer. -1 minus Q height difference (GPM).
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The positive anomalies in the southern hemisphere show a nearly vertical

arrangement implying a tendency for "blocking" highs (and reduced

baroclinic action) poleward of a developing tropical disturbance.

However, the apparent weakening of these positive anomalies at all

levels for the active case compared with -3 and -1 leads to the belief

tb.at the reduction in baroclinicity is only short lived in many cases.

There is one feature seen in the 200 mb -3 minus Q not seen at the

lowest levels, it is a mv to SE negative anomaly area representing an

upper trough poleward, but very close to, the developing disturbance.

This trough is not associated with lower level baroclinicity but would

serve to intensify the westerly wind immediately poleward of the upper

anticyclone above the developing disturbance. This feature is also

evident at -1 minus Q but is gone by A minus Q implying the upper trough

(TUTT) type systems may play an important role in genesis but are not so

necessary for maintenance of the tropical storm.

The features felt to be important in these composites are the

maximum equatorward displacement of the baroclinic systems at -3 days in

the northern hemisphere with their progression north on -1 and the

establishment of a zone of baroclinic activity through the 300 N to 4S oN

belt during cyclone activity. The cold outbreak high is most marked on

day -1. In the southern hemisphere there is ridging poleward of the

disturbance which decreases in amplitude during storm development but

maintains itself in the genesis longitudes throughout. Finally, there

is the upper trough unsupported by lower level baroclinicity which does

not persist after the genesis period.
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5.4.2 Northern Hemisphere Genesis Composite Charts

One test of these composite analyses for the southern hemisphere

active/quiet cycle is to prepare a similar set of analyses for the

northern hemisphere genesis cycle. The latitude longitude distributio

of genesis points for this northern hemisphere composite set is given n

Figs. 53 through 56. It can be seen that compared to the set of genes s

points for the southern hemisphere this northwest Pacific set covers a

smaller longitude range. accordingly a less diverse range of circulati n

systems are to be composited over. and a common physics between the tw

hemisphere sequences will lend support to the conclusions drawn.

For the northern hemisphere quiet/active cycle Figs. 69, 70 and 7

represent the quiet period mean sea level pressure, 500 mb height and

200 mb height analyses respectively. At MSL, the monsoon trough

°extending into the Pacific from Asia can be seen around 20 N OIl, the

western side of the composite. The mid Pacific anticyclone can be see

around 300 N on the eastern side of the composite. In the southern

hemisphere the subtropical ridge lies along 300 N, with an extremely

strong poleward gradient of the MSL pressure. At 500 mb the subtropic 1

ridges lie along 25 0 N and 6-80 S. At 200 mb the subtropical ridges lie

along 200 N and 100 S with evidence of an upper trough extending into th

northern hemisphere tropics around 300 to 400 E of the genesis longitud •

These upper charts also show a much stronger height gradient in the

winter (southern) hemisphere.

Figures 72, 73. and 74 give the 1000 mb -3 minus Q, -1 minus Q an

A minus Q composite height anomaly charts for the northern hemisphere

active/quiet cycle. At -3 minus Q there is evidence that the

baroclinicity poleward (northwards) of the genesis point is reduced.
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The Asian monsoon trough is extending into the n<rthwest Pacific

lowering heights while in the southern hemisphere baroclinic activity

has increased in the longitudes west of the genesis longitude and

decreased to the east. On the -1 minus Q chart there is considerably

less noise in the anomaly chart, the anomalies all show increased

amplitude (the lows lower, highs higher). By A minus Q the anomalies

still show good geographic organization but are reduced in amplitude.

The largest changes are in the southern hemisphere where the baroclini

activity in the longitudes west of the genesis longitude has now

dissipated.

Figures 75, 76 and 77 give the 500 mb height anomaly charts for 

minus Q, -1 minus Q and A minus Q respectively. A qualitatively simil r

pattern to the 1000 mb sequence evolves. The midlatitudes poleward of

the disturbance reveal higher heights prior to genesis with lower

heights in the summer hemisphere tropics. Across the equator there is a

greater level of baroclinic activity west of the genesis longitude and a

small subtropical high is seen in the wake of the baroclinic zone. To

the east of the genesis longitude the anomalies are positive. The

winter hemisphere pattern becomes considerably more organized between 3

minus Q and -1 minus Q indicating that the winter hemisphere flow

evolves rapidly (in about three days) to become favorable for tropical

cyclone genesis. The southern hemisphere anomalies west of the genesi

longitude change sign between -1 minus Q and A minus Q indicating that

the pre-active period flows do not persist through the active period.

The baroclinicity pushing through the subtropical ridge, equatorwards,

has been reduced to below the quiet period levels.
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Finally. Figs. 78. 79 and 80 give the sequence of 200 mb height

anomaly charts for -3 minus Q. -1 minus Q and A minus Q. Once again, a

similar qualitative picture emerges consistent with the 500 mb sequen e.

Above the 1000 mb and 500 mb low summer hemisphere tropical heights. s

a region of high 200 mb heights which reflects the strong anticyclone

found above the composite tropical storm. However. between this

tropical anticyclone and the high height anomaly of the reduced

midlatitude baroclinic activity is a region of low heights representi g

the intrusion of a tropical upper tropospheric trough (TUTT) of much

greater intensity than during the quiet periods. As with the souther

hemisphere case. this serves to intensify the westerlies immediately

poleward of the disturbance at upper levels but is not associated wit

strong lower level temperature gradients.
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Fig. 78. 200 mb height anomaly field for the northern hemisphere
sumcer. -3 minus Q height difference (GPM).
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Fig. 79. 200 mb height anomaly field for the northern hemisphere
summer. -1 minus Q height difference (GPM).
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5.5 Conclusions

The height anomalies associated with the differences between quiet

and active periods show that the tropical cloud cluster receives a

similar forcing influence from the midlatitude circulation systems in

both hemispheres. The more intense systems in the northern hemispher

winter yield slightly larger anomalies. These northern hemisphere

systems show a slightly different geographic arrangement. but the

essential physics of the interaction between midlatitudes and tropics

remains the same.

A minimum of baroclinic action poleward of a developing disturba ce

is favorable. with a near vertical orientation of the positive height

anomalies seen in the composites. These are the characteristics of a

weak block. since it need not be maintained for more than several day.

At 200 mb. between the positive height anomalies and the ITCZ
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disturbance an upper trough is observed. -An upper low is to be expected

equatorward of a block, which is consistent with this feature.

A maximum of baroclinic action pushing towards the equator in the

vicinity of the genesis longitude, in the winter hemisphere, is

favorable. Case studies indicate such low latitude baroclinic

developments are followed by cold surges which lead to pressure rises in

equatorial regions. Even though the height data are most reliable in

the midlatitudes rather than the tropics, these tendencies are seen in

the composites.



6. TROPICAL COMPOSITE WIND ANALYSES

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter the differences in the tropical wind fields betwe n

quiet and active periods are determined through the use of composite

analyses. The same four data stratifications as described in Chapter

are used with the same distribution of composite points as given in

Figs. 53 through 56.

All stations used in the preparation of these composites lie in t e

area 300 N to 40 0 S between longitudes 90 0 E and 1300 W. The data origina e

from two sources:

(i) The Australian Bureau of Meteorology

(ii) The National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO.

The differences between pregenesis and quiet period wind fields a e

consistent with those of Chapter 5. The most striking features are

increased easterly vertical shear in the near equatorial wind field

the increased westerly shear poleward of the ITCZ just before tropical

cyclone genesis. An enhanced meridional component of the wind directe

equatorwards in the winter hemisphere before tropical cyclone genesis

can also be seen in these data.

At the conclusion of this chapter, the results of this and the

previous five chapters are integrated to present an idealized picture f

how the large scale circulation fields typically evolve before genesis

of ITCZ type storms.

6.2 Data Base

The locations of thepibal and rawinsonde stations used in the

preparation of tropical wind field composites are shown in Figs. 81 a d

82. These data were derived from two sources. For those stations in

110
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the northwest Pacific wind data were obtained from the National ~ente

for Atmospheric Research data tapes. These data were available twice

daily at 00 GMT and 12 GMT. For those stations in the southern

hemisphere and those in the northern hemisphere west of l30oE, wind

information through the troposphere was generally available four time

daily, usually at 23, OS, 11 and 17 hour GMT. Height, temperature an

moisture data are available once daily at 23 hour G~IT. The source of

these station data was the Australian Bureau of Meteorology archived

data and a magnetic tape listing of all real time messages received i

Australia on the !orld Meteorological Qrganization (W.M.O.) global

telecommunications system. This Australian data set contains over 2

million wind flights and 300,000 thermodynamic flights.

6.3 Program Structure

A rectangular grid covering an area of SO degrees latitude by 10

degrees longitude was centred upon a point about which it was desired to

composite each day. The grid is subdivided into 50 latitude by 50

longitude boxes. A running total of all observations falling in each

box is kept and at the completion of summing all available data a box

average is calculated. From these composited (average) wind fields,

analyses of kinetic energy, vorticity, divergence and vertical motion

(by way of the continuity equation) have been performed. East-west a d

north-south cross-sections of these fields have also been prepared.

All available wind observations have been composited with respec

to the genesis point in the summer hemisphere and with respect to the

genesis longitude keeping latitude fixed in the winter hemisphere. e

data during active tropical cyclone periods have been composited abou
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the storm center in the summer hemisphere and storm longitude in the

winter hemisphere. again keeping the latitude fixed. This scheme allows

for good resolution of those synoptic features in the winter hemisphere

which tend to be latitudinally related and resolves the tropical flow

features related to the developing vortex.

Figure 83 shows a typical plan view wind field output. Composite

fields of the zonal (u). meridional (v) wind components in mIs, kinetic

energy (~V2) in m2 /s 2 and number of observations in each grid box for

the 900 mb level. one day before storm genesis in the southern

hemisphere. Zero latitude on this output corresponds to 13.390 S and

ozero longitude to 144.53 E. On this and the next two figures. data

points enclosed by the square boxes are at the genesis point. Figure 84

shows the plan view of wind speed and direction (DDD + VV) and

divergence. Figure 85 shows the calculated vorticity and vertical

motion for those wind data shown in Fig. 83. The vertical motion has

been calculated using the continuity equation. Each vertical column of

grid points has been divergence balanced such that the vertical motion

at 100 mb is zero.

6.4 Southern Hemisphere Tropical Cyclone Genesis - Composite Wind

Fields

Figures 86. 87. and 88 show the 1013 mb, 500 mb and 200 mb

composite streamline/isotach analyses. one day before tropical cyclone

genesis in the southern hemisphere. The location of the

streamline/isotach fields relative to the geography is determined by the

mean position of all those cases composited. The geography is included

to give the reader a 'feel' for how the composite charts relate to daily

weather maps.
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Comparing Fig. 86 with the case study data presented in Chapter

the trade wind regimes and the monsoon trough resemble Fig. 15. The

composite midlatitudes do not reveal the presence of sharp baroclinic

troughs. These events have been smoothed out in the compositing

process. However. the composite height fields of the previous chapte

revealled the preferential locations of baroclinic westerly systems

prior to tropical cyclone genesis.
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Fig. 84. A typical plan view output of the composite total wind (angle
given in degrees from north. speed in m/s) field and
divergence. Boxed values as in Fig. 83.

At 500 mb the similarities between the composite analysis (Fig. 87)

and the case study charts are greatest in the tropics. The sharp

westerly trough over the Australian continent seen in Figs. 13. 16. and

19 is not evident in the zonal westerly flow of Fig. 87. There is

however a weak composite westerly trough in the same relative position

as that seen in the case study 500 mb chart. The composite 500 mb

charts also reveals cross equatorial flow into the pregenesis cluster.

Insp~ction of the composite charts of every level from 1013 mb to 100 mb

reveals this inflow to be present at all levels below 300 mb.
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83.

At 200 mb Fig. 88 shows the same return cross equatorial flow fro

south to north as seen in Figs. 14, 17, and 20. Once again the

westerlies are more zonal in the composites than in the case study.

Weak upper troughs east and west of the Australian continent are

evident.

6.5 Anomaly Cross Sections for Southern Hemisphere Genesis

The most efficient way to depict the evolution of the atmosphere

from quiet conditions to those preceeding tropical cyclone genesis is

through the use of anomaly charts. Anomaly cross sections of the thre

days before genesis composite minus the quiet composite and the one da

before genesis composite minus the quiet composite have been prepared

for the zonal and meridional winds for storm genesis occurring at 13 0 S

1400 E. North-south cross-sections of the mean wind field difference f r

150 (longitude) wide belts centered on 1250 E, 1400 E and 155 0 E are
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Fig. 88. Composite streamline/isotach anaysis one day before tropical
cyclone genesis in the southern hemisphere. 200 mb level
(isotachs in m/s).

presented in Figs. 89 through 94. In interpreting the anomaly cross-

sections a positive change in the zonal component the wind implies

stronger westerly (or weaker easterly) winds preceeding genesis than

during the quiet period. A positive meridional wind anomaly implies a

stronger southerly (or weaker northerly) wind in the pregenesis than

quiet composite. Since the zonal winds are generally around S to 10 mils

(as seen in Figs. 86. 87 and 88) an anomaly of S m/s repr~sents at lea~t

a SO% change in the winds. Similarly where the meridional wind

anomalies exceed 2 m/s at least a 50% change in the winds between

composite types is being observed. Heavy arrows on the meridional

anomaly charts indicate the direction of increased flow.

Considering first the three days before genesis composite minus t~e

quiet composite. some features of the zonal wind anomaly cross-sectio~
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Fig. 93. Zonal wind field anomaly cross-section. -3 minus Q. 150

east of the genesis longitude. for southern hemisphere genesis
(ml s) •
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150 west of the genesis longitude (Fig. 89) are:

(i) An increase in the low level equatorial westerlies and
upper level midlatitude westerlies for the pregen~sis

maximized around 100 to 15 0 latitude from the storm.

(ii) An increase in the low level (trade) easterlies poleward
the disturbance and an increase in the upper level
equatorial easterlies.

The net effect of these changes is to increase the surfa~e to 150

mb westerly shear by around 7 mls poleward of the genesis latitude and

to increase the easterly shear by around 7 mls equatorward of the

disturbance.

oFeatures of the meridional wind anomaly chart 15 west of the

genesis longitude (Fig. 90) are:

(i) The entire troposphere from the equator to 20 0 ?r shows a
increased equatorward wind component, maximizec around
500 mb. This is suggestive of a deep layer sUIge,
essentially barotropic in nature.

(ii) From the surface to 300 mb in the belt equator to 25 0 S
the winds are more equatorward before storm gelesis.
acceleration of the southeast trades is occurring at
least three days before genesis.

(iii) Poleward of the genesis latitude, in the upper levels,
there is increased poleward flow. This is most likely
due to increased outflow from the anticyclone located
above the inter-tropical convergence zone.

At the storm genesis longitude (1400 E), the zonal wind anomaly

cross-section (Fig. 91) shows:

Similar shear increases north and south of the genesis
latitude as in Fig. 89.

(ii) An increase in the winter hemisphere trade easlerlies
around lS oN to 20

0 N.

The 1400 E meridional wind anomaly cross-section (Fig. 92) shows:
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(i) An exceedingly strong (8 m/s) anomaly at 150 mb.
representing a northward jet from southern to northern
hemispheres existing in pregenesis situations.

(ii) A deep layer of increased southward flow from 20 0 N to
100 S most likely associated with cold surges.

(iii) Increased northward flow poleward of the developing
disturbance. from 13 0 S to 380 S. Once again this feature
is associated with the strengthened southeast trades and
weakened westerlies poleward of the subtropical ridge.

At 15 0 east of the genesis longitude (155 0 E) the zonal wind anomaly

chart (Fig. 93) shows:

(i)

(ii)

A much reduced westerly equatorial anomaly when compared
with Figs. 89 and 91.

A pattern with a positive anomaly at 100 mb near 20 0 S and
a negative anomaly near 300 S of roughly equal magnitude.
This suggests that in the pregenesis situation. the
subtropical jet east of the incipient disturbance has
migrated 100 equatorward. Such circumstances would occur
with an upper trough close to the genesis longitude.

The meridional wind anomaly chart at three days prior to southern

hemisphere genesis. 15 0 east of the genesis longitude (Fig. 94) shows:

(i) Increased northward/decreased southward flow at all
latitudes except fo an area around 100 (latitude) wide
centered on the genesis latitude.

(ii) Increased south to north upper flow as seen in Fig. 92.

The one day before genesis minus the quiet period anomaly cross-

sections show many similarities to the three before minus quiet anomaly

charts and some significant differences.

The one day before genesis minus the quiet composite anomaly chart.

15 0
~est of the genesis longitude (Fig. 95) shows:

(i) An easterly· surface to 100 mb shear anomaly of 13 m/s 100

(latitude) equatorward of the genesis longitude and a
poleward westerly shear anomaly of only 3 m/s.

(ii) The entire troposphere poleward of the genesis latitude
shows a westerly anomaly. This indicates stronger
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easterly trade winds to around 500 mb and a decreased
westerly jet aloft.

The meridional wind anomaly chart 15 0 west of the genesi~ longit e

(Fig. 96) shows:

(i) Stronger anomalies at 200 mb than on Fig. 90 iJ,dicating
an increased divergence away from the area of the inter
tropical convergence zone.

(ii) The surface to 200 mb northern hemisphere negative
anomaly has moved slightly equatorward than in Fig. 90
and become more intense in the lower layers.

The genesis longitude (140oE) zonal wind anomaly cross-s~ction a

one day before cyclone genesis (Fig. 97) shows:

(i) A stronger surface to 300 mb equatorial wester;.y anomal
than at three days before genesis. The anomal) is
maximum around 700 mb where its of the order 01 10 m/s.
The quiet state winds are around 5 mls easterl).
indicating a major reversal of the flow prior to tropic 1
cyclone genesis.

(ii) The weak positive anomaly at 33 0 8 near 200 mb indicates
the subtropical jet is impinging upon the uppeJ. or tha
the uppers are spinning down as a result of tht diverge t
outflow anticyclone

The meridional wind anomaly chart at the genesis longitude (Fig.

98) shows:

(i) Enhanced flow in the northern hemisphere. towa::ds the
southern hemisphere. at all levels below 250 mi, with a
strong narrow belt of enhanced return flow bet"een 250 b
and 100 mb.

(ii) Meridional wind anomalies indicating enhanced poleward
flow south of the developing disturbance.

The zonal wind anomaly chart for one day before genesis 15
0

east of

the genesis longitude (Fig. 99) shows:

(i) A weak equatorial westerly wind enhancement.

(ii) A displacement of the southern hemisphere subt::opical j t
100 (latitude) equatorward. as in Fig. 93.
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The meridional wind anomaly chart 150 east of the genesis longitu e

(Fig. 100) shows:

(i) The largest anomalies in the upger leveJs with areas of
enhanced southerly flow near 38 Sand 3 S. The former
anomaly indicates the presence of a composite trough to
the east. the latter anomaly a return flow from southern
to northern hemisphere above the low level monsoon.

(ii) Weak northerly (negative) anomalies below 400 mJ. One
near l3 0 S associated with the circulation of the
developing cyclone. The second near lSoN associated wit
some weak surge activity.

6.6 Summary: Southern Hemisphere Genesis

Evolution of the large scale flow features hefore southern

hemisphere genesis show:

(i) A large scale increase of easterly shear (in the
vertical) equatorward of the cyclone genesis latitude.

(ii) A large scale increase of westerly shear poleward of the
genesis latitude.

These tendencies in shear generation. in conjunction with the

thermal wind relationship imply a warming of the ITCZ in pregenesis

situations compared to the quiet conditions.

(iii) An increased southwards flow in the northern hemisphere
at all levels below 200 mb. before southern hemisphere
storm genesis. In the presence of the meridional
temperature gradient found between 30

0 N and the equator.
there must be significant cold air advection. Such
conditions imply that the composite pregenesis situatio
contains a winter hemisphere cold surge.

(iv) An increased outflow from the upper levels above the
inter tropical convergence zone. This outflow is locat
in the layer 250 mb to 100 mb. Tbis feature combined
with the increased low level convergence into the inter
tropical convergence zone implies a stronger Hadley eel
prior to cyclone genesis.

These differences between the quiet period composite charts and t e

pregenesis composites have been summarized on Fig. 101 whiehcontains

the genesis longitude pregenesis minus quiet period cross-sections for
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the latitude belt IS oN to 2S oS. At 3 days before genesis the

differences between these composites and the quiet period are largely

equatorwards of the storm. At one day before large differences are

occurring in the southern hemisphere sub tropics accompanied by an

acceleration of the low level equatorial westerlies.

6.7 Northern Hemisphere Tropical Cyclone Genesis - Composite Wind

Fields

Figures 102. 103 and 104 show the 1013 mb. 500 mb and 200 mb

composite streamline/isotach analyses respectively one day before

tropical cyclone genesis in the northern hemisphere. The composite

genesis point is three degrees further poleward than for the southern

hemisphere cases discussed in the previous section. The 1013 mb chart

(Fig. 102) reveals a cyclonic circulation about SO southeast of the

composite genesis point. Reed and Recker (1971) give the mean speed 0

18 northwest Pacific wave disturbances to be 70 longitude per day,

indicating the composite pregenesis low in Fig. 102 to be moving in a

normal fashion. This may be contrasted with the southern hemisphere

pregenesis low which was located less than 20 west of the genesis poin •

indicating either that southern hemispheres systems move little or tha

they move erratically. Analysis of many charts indicates the latter i

the most probable. Figure 102 also shows cross-equatorial winds.

through the longitude belt 11SoE to ISS oE. converging into the

pregenesis cluster. The SOO mb analysis (Fig. 103) shows most of the

o °cross-equatorial infeed limited to the belt 105 E to 135 E. but once

again the equatorial effects are through a deep layer. At 200 mb (Fig

104) a tropical easterly jet with speeds in excess of 10 mls appears

downstream from the anticyclone overlying the incipient disturbance.
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There is also a weak indication of a tropical upper tropospheric trou~h

immediately poleward of the disturbance.

6.8 Anomaly Cross-sections for Northern Hemisphere Genesis

There are structural similarities and differences between the

northern hemisphere pregenesis anomaly cross-sections (Figs. 105 throtgh

116 and their southern hemisphere counterparts. TIle westward motion cf

the north Pacific clusters leads to the important cold surges in the

southern (winter) hemisphere being located further east relative to t~e

genesis point than the corresponding northern (winter) hemisphere

surges. The analyses also show the southern hemisphere surges to be

less extensive longitudinally and generally located on the genesis

longitude.
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The zonal and meridional wind anomaly charts 150 west of the

genesis longitude, three days before northern hemisphere tropical

cyclone genesis (Figs. 105 and 106 respectively) show enhanced

equatorial westerly winds as seen in Fig. 94 but no deep layer of

enhanced meridional flow in the southern hemisphere directed

equatorwards.

TIle zonal and meridional cross-sections centered on the genesis

olongitude (135 E), three days before genesis (Figs. 107 and 108

respectively) show anomaly patterns representing many of the features

seen in the southern hemisphere pregenesis cases. Figure 107, the zonal

wind anomaly chart shows the enhanced westerly flow equatorward of the

genesis latitude to be extensive in the latitudinal sense and from the

surface to around 400 mbA The meridional wind anomaly chart (Fig. 108)

oreveals enhanced equatorward flow from 20 N to the equator from the

surface to 250 mb with an anomolously large return flow from 250 mb to

100 mbA These features indicate that through the genesis longitude the

Hadley cell circulation is enhanced three days before tropical cyclone

intensity is reached.

At 150 east of the genesis longitude, the anomaly charts for three

days before genesis of zonal (Fig. 109) and meridional wind (Fig. 110)

reveal the surge effects seen at the genesis longitude to be displaced

po1ewards and the equatorial westerly wind anomaly to be non existent.

Figure 110 does show an enhanced outflow jet originating from the

genesis latitude and flowing into the southern hemisphere. There is

also an equatorward flow maximized at 26 0 N, 250 mb which is part of the

tropical upper tropospheric trough seen in Fig. 108.
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The zonal (Fig. 111) and meridional (Fig. 112) wind anomaly cross

section one day before northern hemisphere genesis 150 west of the

genesis longitude show an area of enhanced westerly flow from the

genesis latitude to 5 0 S below 300 mb. However. in the southern

hemisphere there is no evidence of an equatorward (cold) surge. rather

an antisurge. The upper westerlies are reduced in strength while the

lower easterly trades have an area of westerly anomely around lS oS.

The one day before genesis. zonal (Fig. 113) and meridional (Fig.

114) wind anomalies along the genesis longitude do indicate enhanced

equatorward westerlies in the low levels and enhanced upper easterlies.

The meridional winds show northward flow everywhere south of the genesis

latitude to around the 400 mb level with enhanced southward flow from

400 to 100 mb. indicating a Hadley cell circulation in the pregenesis

situations exceeding that of the quiet period. A negative anomaly is

oseen at 26 N. 250 mb indicating the cross-section is taken on the

western side of pregenesis tropical upper tropospheric trough.

The one day before zonal (Fig. 115) and meridional (Fig. 116) wind

anomaly cross-sections 150 east of the genesis longitude show little of

the enhanced Hadley cell in the low levels. however. the meridional win

anomaly indicates a strong northern to southern hemisphere jet.

6.9 Summary

The anomaly charts depicting the evolution of the large scale flow

patterns before northern hemisphere genesis (Figs. 105 through 116)

revealed that before genesis an equatorward surge occurs in the souther

hemisphere below 400 mb in the longitude belt 150 wide centered on the

genesis longitude. There is a broad area of enhanced low level

equatorial westerly flow before storm genesis existing from the equator
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to the genesis latitude. In the relatively thin layer 250 mb to 100 mb

a jet of flow returning to the southern hemisphere .is well marked at the

genesis longitude and to the east of it. The net effect of these

changes is to increase the meridional overturning known as the fiadley

cell in pregenesis periods when compared to quiet periods. This effect

is to increase the vertical easterly shear equatorward of the

intertropical convergence zone. The lack of data to the north of 16 0 N

makes it difficult to determine whether there is an enhanced westerly

shear around longitudes 26°N to 36°N before genesis, which, along with

the enhanced Hadley cell would imply a warmer intertropical convergence

zone as in the southern hemisphere case.

These data lead to the conclusion that the southern hemisphere cold

surges are less intense or extensive than those in the northern

hemisphere. Nevertheless, the same general large scale organization

occurs before southern hemisphere storm genesis. Figure 117 contains a

summary of the genesis longitude difference cross-sections. At three

days before genesis the cross equator Hadley cell is more intense than

the quiet period and at one day before this circulation has intensified.

6.10 Angular Homentum Transports for the Composite Tropical

Disturbances

A fundamental role of the large scale environment surrounding an

intensifying cloud cluster is to supply sufficient cyclonic angular

momentum that surface frictional losses can be more than compensated.

oIn this section the flux of absolute angular momentum through the 10

radius is evaluated for six composite circulation systems. The six

systems are:

i) The southern and northern hemisphere tropical depressions
three days before cyclone genesis.
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ii) The southern and northern hemisphere tropical depression
are day before cyclone genesis.

iii) The most prominent ITCZ depression in the northern and
southern hemisphere quiet period composites.

The three day before depressions show the greatest rate of spin up the

quiet period depressions a tendency to spin down.

Holland (1981) has shown that the flux of absolute angular momentum

per uILit mass through any circle of radius (r) about a vortex. in an

Eulerian system. is given by:

F = [7]

where VR VR + V' is the radial windR

VT VT + V' is the tangential windT

f -- f + f' is the Coriolis parameter
0

and the subscript R radial component of the wind

T tangential component of the wind

The primed quantities are deviations from azimuthal means denoted by the

overbars and the Coriolis parameter at the vortex center is f •
o

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. 7 (VRV
T

) is the

relative angul~Lr momentum flux by the mean radial circulation. A

cyclonic spinup of the vortex will occur when the radial circulation

imports high cyclonic momentum and exports lower cyclonic momentum air.

Figure 118 depicts schematically a radial circulation which leads to

cyclone spinup.

The V' V'
R T

term in Eq. 7 is the relative angular momentum flux by

azimuthal eddies. The import of angular momentum occurs when there is a
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Fig. 118. ft~ idealized radial circulation w~ich~ould contribute to
spinup of a vortex by way of the V'RV'T term.

correlation between high angular momentum air and inflow and lower

angular momentum and outflow.

The f'V
R

term in Eq. 7 gives the spinup of the cyclone by the

eddy Coriolis torque. A net meridional flow through the vortex will

result in an import of cyclonic momentum to the system through this

term. Figure 119 depicts schematically such a situation.

Equation (6) may be evaluated at any radii less than about ISo

(after which the earth's curvature makes the analysis doubtful) and for

any number of layers in the composite analysis, to yield laYI~r fluxes.

By taking pressure weighted averages of the layer fluxes a mean spin up

of a tropospheric column may be calculated. That is:

1Spinup
n
L

1=1
L\.P.

1

n
i:

i=1
F L\.P

i i [8

where F. is the flux at level i. This spinup represents the solid body
1
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Fig. 119. A schematic of meridional-!l2! through a vortex acting to

spin it up by way of the f'V
R

term.

acceleration the cyclone would experience in m/s/d from the net angular

momentum fluxes across the 100 radius boundary.

As noted earlier, the supply of absolute angular momentum to the

circulation within radius (r) is depleted by frictional losses at the

surface. For each of the six cases the spin down due to frictional

dissipation has been crudely estimated. The procedure used was as

follows: A crude model depression was assumed with a radius of maximum

winds at SO km, with maximum wind speeds of 15 mls for the one day

before genesis depressions and 12.5 mls for the quiet period and three

days before genesis depressions. The wind field was assumed to increase

from 0 mls at the vortex center to its maximum value linearly and then

decrease to 40 radius with a profile of the form v

typically lay between 0.4 and 0.6. From 40 to 100 radius the wind speed
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was assumed to be a constant 5 m/s. Figure 120 shows a radius cross-

section of this profile for the three days before and quiet period

depressions. For the one day before depression V was increased to 5
max

ml s.

The piecewise expression for this profile is given by:

V e1r r i. 50 km

-x
50 km < r i. 40 [9]c

2
r

c
3 4

0 < r

A constant inflow angle of 300 was assumed for this surface wind

profile along with a constant density (p = 1.15 kg/m3 ) and drag

coefficient (Cn = 1.1 x 10-
3
). Asymmetry of the wind within the 4 0

radius was assumed due to the depression translation velocity (given b

V). With some manipulation. it can be shown that.c

where AP denotes the depth of the atmosphere through which the frictio

F =

is to be distributed. In all calculations. AP was set equal to 913 mb

Tables 11 and 12 include the calculated spindown due to surface

friction in mls day for the six composite depressions.

In order to prepare absolute angular momentum budgets on the six

distubances the fluxes were evaluated at 100 radius for three levels.

850 mb. 500 mb and 200 mb. Assuming an atmosphere of the structure

shown in Fig. 121 spinup rates in mls per day are given in Tables 11 a d

12 for the various terms in Eq. 8 and the frictional spindown.

The data presented in Tables 11 and 12 reveal that the mean

relative angular momentum transport is consistently important in the
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Fig. 121. Three layer structure of the troposphere assumed in
calculations of tropospheric spinup by angular momentum
fluxes.
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TABLE 11

Cyclonic spinup (m/s per day) for three southern hemisphere composite
systems. All fluxes evaluated at 100 radius.

System Minus Three Minus One Quiet Period
Term Day Depression Day Depression Depression

-
VR VT 2.03* 1.91 -0.52

V' V' -0.91 -0.40 0.04R T

f 'V 0.95 -0.66 -0.08R

Flux Total 2.08 0.85 -0.60

Friction -0.50 -0.51 -0.50

Total 1.58 0.36 -1.10

•A positive number represents a flux of cyclonic relative angular
momentum directed towards the vortex. through the 100 radius.

TABLE 12

Flux Total

Cyclonic
systems.

System
Term

-
VR VT

-
V,

R V'T

f 'V
R

Friction

Total

spinup (m/s per day) for three northern hemisphere composite
All fluxes are evaluated at the 100 radius.

Minus Three Minus One Quiet Period
Day Depression Day Depression Depression

0.48 3.15 0.08

-0.01 -1.47 0.22

0.65 0.19 0.31

1.12 1.86 .61

-0.54 -0.52 -0.50

0.85 0.42 0.11
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angular momentum budgets of intensifying systems. The eddy terms act to

spin down intensifying systems and the Coriolis term, while contributing

to spin up is generally smaller than the VRVT term. The inclusion of

the motion of the system merely alters slightly the frictional

dissipation, increasing slightly the spin down in rapidly moving

systems.

It is noteworthy that the minus three day composite depression is

spinning up most rapidly in both oceans, the minus one less and the

quiet period ITCZ system is decaying in the southern hemisphere and only

slightly intensifying in the northern hemisphere. It may be that

transports into the 100 radius are important at very early stages of

cluster development (three days before storm genesis) and then with

increasing intensity, rearrangements within 100 radius become of greater

importance. Unfortunately with the crude resolution of these composites

it is impossible to verify such a conjecture.

The angular momentum budgets show some consistencies between the

ocean basins which indicate they are providing a reasonable estimate of

the dynamic interaction between the cloud cluster and the large-scale

circulation patterns. They also confirm that the interaction between

the large scale and the vortex is critical in the very early stages of

cluster development.

6.11 Conclusion: An Idealization of the Pregenesis Situation

In conjunction with the height anomaly charts of Chapter 4 of this

paper an idealized scenario for a high percentage of ITCZ type tropical

cyclone genesis cases could be described as follows:

(i) There is intense midlatitude cyclogenesis at about the
genesis longitude in the winter hemisphere three days
before genesis.
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(ii) The strong anticyclogenesis in the wake of the developin
winter hemisphere trough moves equatorward to reinforce
the subtropical ridge near latitude 25 0

•

(iii) A cold surge in the winter hemisphere propagates
equatorward raising pressures throughout the subtropics
to the equator in an area west of the genesis point.

(iv) With the establishment of east-west equatorial pressure
gradients antitripic westerly winds occur equatorward of
the intertropical convergence zone.

(v) Around the time of enhanced equatorial westerlies an
anticyclone has moved slowly eastwards. polewards of the
pregenesis cluster. intensifying the summer hemisphere
trade easterlies.

(vi) Enhanced low level convergence into the intertropical
convergence zone increases convection. with stronger
outflow occurring aloft in the layer 250 mb to 100 mb.

(vii) The large scale vertical wind shears induced by the
strengthened Hadley cell lead to warming of the core of
the intertropical convergence zone. Such flows also
allow the necessary transports of angular momentum to
support an intensifying vortex.

This idealized picture has been depicted at three levels of the

atmosphere. for southern hemisphere genesis in Figs. 122. 123 and 124.

A similar series of schematics for northern hemisphere genesis is give

in Figs. 125. 126 and 127.

The precise details of the intensification of the vortex within

this environment are left to other workers with finer resolution in

their data.
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Fig. 122. Idealized gradient level
streamline chart for three
days preceding tropical
storm genesis in the
southern hemisphere.
Subscripts -3. -2. -1
refer to the position of
the synoptic system that
number of days before
genesis. The momentum
burst (isotach maximum)
has been shaded.
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Fig. 123. Same as Fig. 122. except
for 500 mb flow.
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Fig. 124. Same as Fig. 123. except
for 200 mb flow.
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Fig. 126. Same as Fig. 125. excep
for 500 mb flow.
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Fig. 125. Idealized gradient level
streamline chart for three
days preceding tropical
storm genesis in the
northern hemisphere.
Subscripts -3, -2, -1
refer to the position of
the synoptic system that
number of days before
genesis. The momentum
burst (isotach maximum)
has been shaded.

Fig. 127. Same as Fig. 125, except
for 200 mb flow.



7. NUMERICAL MODEL DESCRIPTION

7.1 Introduction

The case studies and compositing work described in previous

chapters have documented in great detail the tropical-midlatitude

interactions occurring at times of cyclone genesis. There is a need to

investigate the fundamental physics of this interaction. One direction

in which an investigator could proceed would be to use a general

circulation model to reproduce the phenomena observed. However. given

the nonlinear effects included in such models. along with complex

cumulus parameterization schemes required to drive the tropics. the

investigator at the conclusion of a successful simulation cannot be sure

he has not obtained the correct answer for the wrong reasons. Worse

still. after an unsuccessful simulation he is faced with the daunting

task of identifying the area of his model in which inadequate physics

are crucially destructive.

The large scale tropics may be viewed as a system constantly

attempting to achieve wind-pressure balance in the presence of a large

number of unbalancing forcings. These forcing mechanisms cover all

scales from turbulent heat fluxes at the earth-atmosphere interface to

clouds. tropical waves. midlatitude-tropical interactions and

differential radiational heating. When unbalanced the atmosphere

radiates inertia-gravity waves which carry energy and momentum. The

system will come to balance with both wind and mass fields changed from

their initial state. The relative change of each field depends largely

on the horizontal scale of the unbalancing perturbation and the

background vorticity.

153
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Rather than investigating the sum total of all of these forcings at

once in a highly non linear general circulation model, the role the

midlatitude forcings plays in unbalancing the tropical flow fields alo e

has been investigated. In order to understand more fully the physics f

meridional energy propagation from midlatitudes to tropics, a linear

model with extremely simple physics was used. The shallow water

equations were solved; spherical geometry, time dependent forcing and

realistic pole to pole profiles of the zonal component of the wind hav

been considered in their solution. In this way a qualitative

appreciation of the physics and energetics of large scale gradient

adjustment was obtained.

7.2 Earlier Investigations Using the Shallow Water Equations

In order to solve numerically the atmospheric prediction equation,

the dependent variables may be represented in physical space by a seri s

of orthogonal functions. Space derivatives may be calculated

analytically in terms of a finite series of the same functions. The

prediction equations may then be transformed to the system of ordinary

differential equations for the expansion coefficients that depend on

time. Such a method for solving the primitive equations is commonly

referred to as a spectral technique.

In this section the barotropic primitive equations (shallow water

equations) over a sphere are solved by spectral methods. The spectral

form of the barotropic nondivergent vorticity equation over a sphere,

with spherical harmonics as basis functions, was formulated by Silberm n

(1954). There have been many model simulations since 1954 using the

primitive equations and spectral techniques, in this work the general

formulation of Kasahara (1977 and 1980) is followed.
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The physics of many meteorological phenomena have been explored by

successful modeling of that phenomena. by the technique described above.

Two observed features of the tropics which have been so treated are:

i} Zonally propagating waves of period 5 days and another
class of waves of period 15 to 20 days

ii} Meridionally propagating disturbances from the midlatitudes
which act to modulate the large-scale tropical flow fields.

Of the zonally propagating tropical waves. the five day period

westward propagating wave was first documented by Deland (1964). The 16

to 20 day period westward propagating wave was documented by Eliassen

and Thlachenhauer (1965. 1969). Madden (1978) hypothesized these

planetary waves to be free oscillations of the external mode in an

atmosphere of equivalent depth of 10 km. Kasahara (1980) has shown from

theoretical considerations that the S day wave is little affected by the

zonal flow whereas the 16 to 20 day waves are significantly affected.

Solving the shallow water equations for an atmosphere of equivalent

depth equal to 10 km. with the basic state at rest. reveals the free

oscillations to have a period of only 12.3 days. For a realistic pole

to pole zonal wind profile (representative of the 500 mb level) the

period is 16.7 days in June and 18.4 days in January. This seasonal

change in periodicity of the free oscillations is related to the

ointensity of the westerly wind maximum at 4S N. the strongest winds

corresponding to the longest period of oscillation. The smaller

variation in the intensity of the southern hemisphere westerly jet

between seasons leads to a strong correlation between period of free

oscillation and northern hemisphere westerly wind speeds; however. there

is no evidence to suggest that anomalously strong winds in the southern
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hemisphere subtropical jet would not also act to modulate the tropical

flow fields.

Observational evidence for meridionally propagating waves is not

well documented, the work of Fujita (1969) illustrates how energy may

propagate across the equator, leading to the formation of equatorial

anticyclones. In the case study presented by Fujita, two hurricanes a e

observed interacting with the cross-equatorially forced anticyclone.

However, there is no lack of theoretical work to suggest that under

special circumstances meridional propagation of energy may occur from

the midlatitudes to the tropics. The previous chapters of this paper

indicate that such propagation does occur.

The problem of meridional energy propagation is discussed in

Eliassen and Palm (1961). In Charney (1969) the following argument is

advanced to indicate that energy may propagate from the midlatitudes t

the deep tropics only when the intervening winds are westerly: writing

the perturbation form of the conservation equation as,

(.1..+ V·\l.h) qat o [1]

where

V = k£lh'P

'\l:'P+!3Y+
f2

Po ~
q = .-Q...£... [ ~ az ]h 0 Po az

0

p-p
~ aln6'P =

__0

g~poio
0

ar
r 2nsin~ Po

..--Q.
0 0 ay

then substituting



into Eq. 11 gives
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III' ,,/ ( ) ik(x-ct)r = 'f' y,z e [12]

o [13]

Now assuming u and N2 are independent of y and z then substituting for
o 0

t =
[14]

enables Eq. 13 to be rewritten as,

D
2

~-f o D + [ k2 _ ),,2 ] t = 0+
al ~ az2 u -c

0
0

where

[15]

and

H
o

=
T

R-2.
g

[16]

When

[17]

[18]

the coefficient of t in Eq. 15 is positive the Green's Function for 15

is oscillatory. When the coefficient of t is negative the Green's

Function is exponentially damped. Equation 18 states that energy
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Thusbut is less than the zonal velocity.velocity

propagation only becomes possible if c exceeds the local ROl;sby phase

u -/3 /(k2 + )..-2)
o 0

propagation becomes possible in an easterly regime only if the phase

velocity is more easterly. The energy is such waves in the middle

latitudes is small,

Within the preceding analysis are the assumptions that the tropic I

flow fields, in the absence of deep convection, are to a first

approximation nondivergent and that the flow is in geostrophic balance

Additional assumptions have been made that the beta plane allproximatio

is appropriate and the horizontal scale of the waves is smaller than

that of the belt of easterlies with which they interact.

Following this analysis by Charney, Mak (1969) and Bennett and

Young (1969) use nondivergent models with the beta plane approximation

to elegantly confirm in greater detail the qualitative conclusion of

Charney presented above.

More recently Hoskins et ~. (1977) have shown that significantly

different results may be obtained by replacing the beta plane

approximation with spherical geometry. There is more meridional energ

propagation in the spherical earth simulations, and with realistic

tropical easterly flow fields appreciable cross-equatorial energy flow

occur for zonally elongated vorticity sources.

This investigation describes the solution of the shallow water

equations with spherical geometry, time dependent forcing of an

arbitrary nature and realistic zonal wind profile. Particular emphasi

is placed on the sensitivity of meridional energy propagation to:

1) Background (zonal) wind field,

2) The time scale of the forcing,
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3: > The length scale of the forcing, and

4) The geographical orientation of the perturbation.

Experiments were performed using the so called 'external' mode of the

shallow water equations.

7.3 1~e Horizontal Structure

1~e shallow water equations over a sphere have been given by

KasahBra (1980> as:

du _ (f + .!!.tan,>
dt a

--.lL- ~v +
acos~ a",

o [19]

dv u " az+ (f + -tan,) u + A -- = 0
dt a a a, [20]

dz +
dt

z au a
[ a~ + a~ (vcos,> ]acos, ,.. T

o [21]

the total derivative in spherical coordinates may be written:

.Jl
dt

[22]

subs t:L tuting Eq. 22 into 19. 20 and 21 gives:

au + u au + y. au [ u ] g az 0- f + -tan, v + =at aeos, a", a as' a acoss' a",

av u av + Yo av + [
u ] u + A az 0+ f + -tan, =at acos, a", a as' a a as'

[23]

[24]

~ u az y. ~ z+ ----- -- + +
at aeos, a", a as' acos~

o [25]
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It is assumed that the wind field consists of a latitude dependent mea

zonal flow u (;) and perturbations in both x and y directions. called

u' and v'. The height field is broken into three components. an

equivalent depth h • a latitudinally varying constant deviation from h •
e e

given by H (;) (which is determined by assuming gradient balance) and

finally h' the perturbation in the height field. Giving:

u
[26

v = v' o..• l".t) [27

z h + H(;) + h'(A."t)e [28

sUbstituting 26, 27. 28 into 23, 24 and 25 gives:

au' u au' v' au u
at + acos; aA + -;- a; - [ f + -; tan; ] v'

g ah'
+ = 0acos, aA

-2av' u av' 2uu' u
+ + fu + fu' + ---- tan; + --- tan;at acos; aA a a

[29

= o
[30
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ah' 11 ah' L aH 1 au' .1- (v'cosf6)]--+-----+ + +at acosS3 aA. a a1J aco sS3 aA. aS3

H [ au' .1- (v'cosf6) ] 0 [31]+ aA. + =acosl!J af6

where products of perturbation terms have been neglected as small

compared to th,e other terms:

A.ssuming that the mean zonal flow is in gradient balance:

allows Eq. 30 to be rewritten as:

= o [32]

ay' u av' 2uu' 0' ah'+ --- -- + fu' + --tanf6 + A -- = 0
at acosS3 aA. a a 8f6

Defining nondimensional variables.

[33]

'.u =
u

• v
\l8he

= v
•\l8he

h =
..!Lv
h • t

e
= 20t [34]

Equations 29. 31 and 33 become:

M
-au' ghe -~-- au' gh

20 gh ---a- + u(~) a' + ---a
e v'e t acos~ I\.

o [35]

~ghe fu'

2ghe -::;
+--uu'

a
ghe i}h'

tan~ + -- -
a i}1J = o [36]
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oh' he ~ghe -::' ob.' h Jgh
--- + u -- +~ v'
at acosj6 at.. a

~gh ~-, ~h ~e e vU e v -+ -- + -- (v'cos1J>
acosj6 oJ.. acos1J a1J

~ii gh ~_, ~rrgh ~e e uU e e v _
+ -- + -(v'cos;>

acos; en acos9 i}1J
()

[37]

All equations following this will be dimensionless, so dropping the

tildes and assuming that for each equation a forcing acts, and letting

y :::: ~ghe'2Qa and f :::: 2Qs in1J [38]

35, 36 and 37 become:

au' --"1.- - au' au
+ u -- + yv' - v'sin, - yuv'tan;at cOSS' aJ.. crfJ

+ --"1.- oh' =
cos, oJ..

F
u

[39]

ov' --"1.- - ov' i}h'
~t + u -- + u'sin, + y2uu'tan; + y ~~
v cos9 aJ.. V r

Fv
[40

+ ....-t:!L
cos;

au' 0
oJ.. + 01J (v'cos;> ] :::: F

z
[41

Rearranging 39, 40 and 41 such that the advective terms are on the righ

hand sides:
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....:::L. [ - au'
u~cos; UA

+ v' aucosf ] + Fa, u

av' ah'at + u'sin, + 'Y a; = - av'
u --- + 2uu'sin~ ] + FaA. v

[42]

[43]

ah' + ..-:L- au' a(v'cos9)
] = ....:::L. [

- ah'
+ v'

a(Bcos9)+ u aA.at cos, aJ.. aSf cosSf a,

B(au' + av' ] + F+ in IIcos9 as;-
z [44]

Equations 42. 43 and 44 may be represented in vector form by:

a w+ L W+ F = 0at

where F contains the nonlinear and forcing terms and.

[45]

W [46]

0 -sin; -:L ..!.
COS? aA.

L = sin; 0 'Y
..!. [47]a,

-:L ..!. -:i.- ..!. ([]cos;) 0cos; aA. cos, a,
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- au'u -- + v'
ai..

F = -L
cos~

- av'
u -- + 2uu' sin; - Fai.. v [48

- ah' , a (llcoss->
u ai.. + v ilS6

(lv'
+Hcosjoi -- - F

0S6 z

Neglecting the term F in Eq. 45 yields

a w+ L W 0
at

+ II av'
iH.

[49

which is Laplace's tidal equation. The solutions to this have been

discussed by Longuet-Higgins (1968) and more recently by Kasahara (1976)

and Silva Dias and Schubert (1978). For a specified equivalent depth,

the solution to Eq. 49 may be written as:

W(i..,;,t) = H (i..,S6) em,n

ia t
m,n

[5 ]

where H represents the horizontal structure of normal modes with (m)
m,n

the wavenumber in the zonal direction and (n) the meridional index.

a is the dimensionless frequency of the normal modes. The
m,n

longitudinal dependence of H is given by:m,n

H (A.,jli)
m,n

where e is the Hough vectorm,n

= e (jli)
m,n

imA.e [51]

e =
m,n

u (~)m,n

-iV (~)
m,n

h (~)m,n

[5 ]
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The completeness of the eigenfunctions e (~) in the interval (-
m,n

1, +1) and the completeness of e imA in the interval (0. 2n) allows for

the expansion of any arbitrary function A(A,e,t) with the series

with

A(A,~,t)

Q) Q)

= i: i:
m=O n=O

a (t) e (¢)e imA
m,n m,n [53]

where

and

am,n

A (¢)
m

<A (¢ ) , e (¢ ) >
m m,n [54]

[55]

< A (¢) , e (~) >m m,n

1
= f

-1
A (¢)

m
•e d16m,n

[56]

Accordingly Wand F in Eq. 45 may be rewritten (approximately) as:

and

W (A",t)

F (A,;,t)

M
i:

m=O

M:
L

m=O

N
L

n=O

N
L

n=O

00 (t) e(9\)m,n

f (t) e(91)
m,n

imAe

imA
e

[57]

[58]

Substituting Eqs. 57 and S8 into Eq. 45 and multiplying the result by

e* (¢) and integrating over the whole domain (from sine = -1 to +1m,n

and A = 0 to 2n) yields:

.Jl
dt 00m,n

(t) + icr
m,n 00m,n

(t) f m,n
(t) [59]

For any given (m) and (n) a one dimensional equation of the form:

d
dt oo(t) + icr oo(t) = f(t) [60]
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iatMultiplying both sides of Eq. 60 by e

= [6 ]

Integrating both sides of Eq. 61 for some time interval (2At) about (t)

yields:

if f(t) is considered to be slowly varying with respect to At. then th

eia(t+At) oo(t+At) - eia(t-At) oo(t-At)

right hand side of Eq. 61 may be rewritten as:

t+At
f () f e iat' dt '= t

t-At

t+At
f f( t ') e iat' d t '

t-At

[6 ]

and with some manipulation the following expression may be obtained:

Through the use of Eq. 63 and a prescribed forcing. the vector II) ma
m,n

oo(t+At) [ 1_e-2iatAt ] ~ + w(t-At)
1a

-2iaAt
e

be evaluated at (t + At) given that it was known at (t - At).

This scheme for integrating the shallow water equations was first

described by Daley (1980) as being suitable for treating the fast

gravity waves. In the series of simulations which follow. this scheme

has been used for all waves. A feature of this scheme is an unrealist'c

scheme to Eq. 60 yields the expression:

dampening of the very fastest gravity waves. Application of a leapfro

oo(t + At)

The ratio of difference in the forcing term between Eq. 64 and Eq. 65
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is:

( sinoAt -1 )
~t

[66]

For oAt ~ 0.8, the spurious damping due to this term is approximately

10%. In the simulations which follow oAt = 1.67 for the fastest gravity

wave, with a resultant damping of 40% occurring fo this wave.

The energy projected onto the fast gravity modes in these

simulations is small and the change between simulations of time steps of

20, 30 and 40 minutes are extremely small. That this should be the case

can be seen from an inspection of Eq. 47, the physical space

representation of f(t). The forcing terms F all contain an e-u, v, z

folding time of many days and from the work of Schubert et al. (1980)

the excitation of gravity waves by these forcing terms will be small.

The remaining terms of Eq. 47 represent an advection of the perturbation

by the basic state flow. The basic state is in gradient balance and

unchanging, its energy is projected onto the Rossby modes alone. The

perturbation terms contain energy in all wave modes, however the gravity

modes have approximately two orders of magnitude less energy than the

Rossby modes. Hence, the forcing terms may be visualized as large

amplitude, long period Rossby waves with extremely small amplitude

gravity wave perturbations superimposed. The spurious damping of these

very high frequency gravity modes (in which we are not particularly

interested) does not apparently change the simulation results for a

doubling of the time step.

The advantage of Eq. 64 is that it allows for time steps greater

than 0 At i 1 without the computational instability occurring which

would arise using the leapfrog scheme. The disadvantage is the spurious
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damping of the extremely small amplitude highest frequency gravity

waves.

Time splitting for such a scheme may be expected to occur (Lilly,

1965). however for less than 200 time steps, the difference in domain

kinetic energy for odd and even time steps can be expected to be less

than 10% (Lilly. 1964. pg. 22).

The procedure by which the shallow water equations were solved for

a time dependent forcing was as follows:

i) The model was initialized with a prescribed zonal wind
profile in gradient balance.

ii) The amplitude in physical space (x,y space) of the
advective and forcing terms is evaluated at time (t)

iii) The spectral representations of the forcings (F) and the W
vector were determined through the application of
expressions like Eq. 54.

iv) The spectral form of w for the truncated series
m=l, ••• 2l n=1 •••• 60, af'Pime (t + At) was determined
through the use of Eq. 64.

v) The w vector was transformed back in physical space
throulk~he use of Eq. 57. Step (ii) through (v) were
then repeated for as many time steps as was needed.

Time steps of 20 min, 40 min and 60 min were used with no apparent

change in solutions. A conservative time step of 40 minutes was used i

all simulations and the model was integrated forward for ten days.

7.4 Vertical Structure

In order to proceed with the solution of the set of horizontal

structure equations, an equivalent depth (h ) must be specified. To
e

obtain an insight into the role of equivalent depth in the model. and

thus select an appropriate" value for it, it is necessary to inspect

solutions of the vertical structure equation.
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Kasahara (1976) describes the separation of the perturbation

equations, on a sphere, into the horizontal and vertical dependent parts

and uses an isothermal atmosphere to demonstrate the role of the

vertical structure. Fulton (1980) presents a solution of the vertical

structure equation for a constant static stability atmosphere which

closely resembles Jordan's (1958) mean summertime temperature sounding

for the West Indies area. Fulton's treatment differs from Kasahara in

that he uses the beta plane approximation and the different

thermodynamic prof ile. The choice of geometry is irrelevant to the

solution of the vertical structure equation, the thermodynamic profile

crucial. As this investigation is particularly concerned with

adjustment processes in the tropics, the work of Fulton is of great

relevance.

*z =

Ful ton (980) defines the vertical coordinate by:

p
o

In (p)

the static stability parameter by:

[67]

*nz ) *dT(z ) + Jl T (z*)
dz* cp

[68]

and shows that the vertical structure equation may be written as:

where

.A... [
*dz

= o [69]

w* =
*dz

dt
and w = dz

dt
[70]

With appropriate boundary conditions, Eq. 69 forms an eigenvalue problem

-2with eigenvalue c and eigenfunction Z(z*). Z(z*) is referred to as
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the vertical structure function. Taking as an upper boundary condition

W* = 0 at Z* = Z*T and a lower boundary condition W = 0 at Z* = 0 yield

a countably infinite phase speed spectrum. (where c is the phase speed)

2Finally. recognizing that c = gh • allows the computation of the
e

equivalent depth for each phase speed c n = 0.1.2 ••.••
n

Figure 128 (from Fulton. 1980) shows the vertical structure

functions for the constant static stability atmosphere for n = 0.1 •••• 4

Table 13 (also from Fulton. 1980) shows the phase speeds the first 10

modes. The n = 0 mode is commonly referred to as the barotropic

divergent mode (or external mode) as there is no level of nondivergence

between Z* = 0 and Z· = Z*T' Mode 1 has a single level of nondivergenc

around 400 mb and each higher mode of order n has n levels of

nondivergence.

Bradley and Wiin-Nielsen (1968) extensively observed the vertical

structure of the transient large scale motions in the midlatitude

troposphere. They found modes O. 1 and 2 explained 70-90%. 10-200/0 and

1-10% of the variance respectively. It may be concluded from these dat

that in midlatitude forcing of the atmosphere a considerable amount of

energy is projected onto both external and first internal modes. In

cold surge forcing the observed large thickness changes in the

midlatitudes and subtropics suggest a large partitioning of energy to

the first internal mode. However. the near simultaneity of midlatitude

and equatorial pressure rises (for stations on the same longitude).

reported in Chapter 4 of this paper. implies that extremely rapid energ

propagation over large di~tances is occurring. Such Observations would

be consistent with an appreciable partitioning of energy to the externa

mode. Furthermore, the observation of an extremely deep layer of
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Fig. 128. The vertical structure functions for the constant static
stability atmosphere for n = O. 1 .••• 4. (After Fulton.
1980).

TABLE 13

Exact and approximate values of the phase speeds of the constant static
stability atmosphere. (From Fulton. 1980).

c (ms-1)
n

n
exact approximate

0 287.00 279.70
1 56.28 60.84
2 29.79 30.42
3 20.09 20.28
4 15.13 15.21
5 12.13 12.17
6 10.12 10.14
7 8.68 8.69
8 7.59 7.60
9 6.75 6.76
10 6.08 6.08
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meridional wind anomaly (surface to 200 mb) in the winter hemisphere in

Figs. 101 and 117. suggests a forcing which is at least partly

barotropic in nature. Accordingly one set of experiments describing th

response of the system with an equivalent depth of 10 km (C = 313 m/s)
o

will serve to illustrate the role of the external mode in large scale

adjustment processes. As it is desired to understand some of the

physics of the adjustment of the large scale flow fields to midlatitude

surge type forcing. where there is little convection. the absence of a

convective parameterization was not felt to be too unrealistic.

It must be stressed that this modelling is extremely qualitative i

nature. much of the physics of the atmospheric surges being neglected.

It is hoped that a model with modes 0, 1 and 2 (at least) interacting,

forced by a baroclinicity unstable midlatitude wave, could be used to

more realistically simulate this cold surge phenomena.



8. MODELING RESULTS

8.1 Introduction

The model described in the previous section has been used to

investigate the adjustment processes which occur when a forcing is

applied on the planetary scale. The results of a number of Simulations

are described in this chapter.

The case study data described in Chapter 3 clearly showed the

existence of strong anticyclogenesis events in the midlatitudes which

were accompanied by a wind surge in the subtropical regions. In this

chapter, winter hemisphere cold surges are crudely simulated and the

resulting adjustment processes studied. Particular emphasis has been

placed on evaluating the role of the background wind field, shape, and

latitudinal positioning of the forcing and time scale of the forcing in

producing an adjusted state in the model.

The work of Silva Dias and Schubert (1978), Schubert et al. (1979)

and Fulton and Schubert (1980) is reviewed to provide a conceptual

framework within which these experimental results may be better

understood.

8.2 Geostrophic Adjustment - A Brief Review

Two important concepts in the understanding of adjustment ~rocesses

are:

i) The speed of propagation of energy, or group velocity of
various wave models.

ii) The partitioning of energy between the gravity and Rossby
modes for a given disturbance.

Silva Dias and Schub~rt (1978), following the work of Hoskins

(1977) describe the group velocity of free waves on a sphere with

imposed zonal periodicity. Table 14 gives the time of reinforcement (in

days) for two waves of specified meridional wavenumber (~) and of zonal

173
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wavenumbers Sl and S2 in specified ranges (either 1 i S i 3 or 5 i S i

7). It gives the apparent group velocity of energy dispersion by waves

of these characteristics (c) given in degrees longitude per day. The h

= 8.8 km corresponds to the external mode used in the experiments

described.

For the external mode, from Table 14, it can be seen that the time

between wave reinforcement for Rossby waves is very long and the

apparent group velocity small. For the shorter waves £ - 8 the group

velocity is about 1° longitude/day and the time between reinforcement

about 20 days. These waves appear stationary. For the gravity waves,

however, the apparent group velocity is of the order of 2000

longitude/day which closely approximates the phase velocity of the

waves. Accordingly they appear nondispersive.

So in summary, the Rossby waves appear stationary for both externa

and first internal modes, particularly the shorter waves around 1 - 6.

Gravity waves for the external mode have a group velocity close to thei

phase velocity, energy projected onto these waves will be seen to

disperse rapidly.

The partitioning of energy between available potential and kinetic

forms, for the various wave modes on a sphere, has been discussed by

Longuet-Higgins (1968), Kasahara (1976) and Silva Dias and Schubert

(1978). Silva Dias and Schubert investigated the adjustment processes

when either the wind or mass fields are forced at the initial instant

and then allowed to adjust with time towards a geostrophically balanced

state. It is found that the Bossby ~adius of 4eforrnation (R.r.d.) play

a fundamental role in determining the response of the system.

Considering first a perturbation in the geopotential field, it is noted
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TABLE 14

Tine interval between reinforcement points (days) and implied group
velocity (degrees per day) for the Mixed Rossby Qravity ~ave (~1RGW) and
various Rossby ~aves (RW) and gast and !est Qravity ~aves (EGW) and
(W3W) on the sphere. Equivalent depth equals 8.8 km. (After Silva Dias
ani Schubert, 1979).

1 i S i 3 5 i S i 7

!IDlGW At1 ,2 (days) 1.0 1.9
(.Q, ;:: 0)

0
62C ( /day) 14

RW At1 ,2 (days) 6.6 3.1
( 9- 1) 1,2

c 0 -13 7( /day)
RW At1 ,2 (days) 11.8 4.6
( Q, ;:: 2) 1,2

c 0 -11 3( / day)
RW At1 ,2 (days) 104.1 22.6
(Il- 8)

1,2

c 0 -4 -1( /day)
WGW At1 ,2 (days) 0.7 1.5
(:l, ;:: 0) 1,2

C
0 -140 -215( /day)

WGW At1 ,2 (days) 0.2 0.2
(j(, ;:: 7) 1,2

0 -220 -222C ( /day)
EGU At1 ,2 (days) 0.9 1.1
(£;::1) 1,2

C 0 204 224( /day)
EG\T At1 ,2 (days) 0.2 0.2
(J~ ;:: 9) 1,2

C1 ,2
0 219 222( /day)

S {;ives a range of zonal wavenumber

~ives a meridional wavenumber

that for an e-folding radius larger than the R.r.d. a more significant

percentage of energy goes into the Rossby waves. With energy in the

long Rossby modes the system is slowly dispersed westwards and the wind

field tends to adjust to the mass field. If, however, the initial

disturbance we:re small compared with the R.r.d. then most of the energy

is partitioned to gravity waves and little to the slowly
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dispersive Rossby waves. Furthermore, Rossby modes of shorter wave

length have more energy in the wind field (see Kasahara, 1976, page 683

Fig. 13) and thus the initial mass field perturbation is very much

reduced. The mass field can be said to have adjusted to the wind field.

For those experiments where the wind field was initially perturbed

by the presence of a vortex, adjustment proceeded in the opposite

fashion. For a small vortex (compared with the R.r.d.) the bulk of the

energy is in the Rossby modes and, since these are slowly dispersive a

contain more information in the wind field we can say the wind field

perturbation remains, becoming balanced by changes in the mass field.

The mass field has adjusted to the wind field. The state of quasi-

balance is said to be reached when the gravity waves leave the vicinit

of the perturbation. For a large scale vortex more energy is containe

in the gravi ta tional modes which disperse leaving lit tie energy in the

Rossby waves. The wind field thus adjusts to the mass field tending

towards a state of no perturbation.

Finally, it should be noted that the time for adjustment T can b
a

defined as (Silva Dias and Schubert, 1978)

T = r Ie
a e g

where e is the characteristic group velocity of the gravity waves, an
g

r is the e-folding radius of the amplitude of the disturbance.
e

8.3 Sensitivity Experiments

An equivalent depth 10 km has been specified. As mentioned

earlier, studies by Bradley and Wiin-Nielsen (1968) reveal 70-90%

variance in the observed vertical structure of the transient large sca e

motions of the atmosphere can be explained by this mode. Silva Dias a
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Schubert (1978) provide a discussion of how the external mode may be

physically interpreted.

The external mode may be interpreted as a one layer model. The

fluid is incompressible and homogeneous with a free surface in

hydrostatic balance. A high pressure area may be thought of as a tbumpt

on the fluid surface with mass diverging away from the column of fluid

below that point, at the same rate at every level.

In those experiments where the wind field is perturbed, a time

dependent forcing of the form:

JF(x,y,t) = ( 2 3 t ) -ata - a e

h:-x )2

(.:t.)exp(-[ 2 0 +
r ex

(x-x )2
(.:t.)exp(-[ 0 +

2
r ex

o

2(y-y )
a ])

2
r ey

2(y-y )
o ])

2
r ey [71]

Fo!' a perturbation in the height field, the form:

o

IF(x,y,t) ( 2 3 t ) -ata - a e o [72]

(x-x )2 2(y-y )
(.:t.)exp(-[ 0 + o ])

2 2r rex ey

These expressions (Eqs. 71 and 72) allow the positioning of a

V01:tex (in the case of Eq. 71) or a geopotential perturbation (in the

ca~;e of Eq. 72) at any specified location (x , y ) with e-folding
o 0
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distances in the x and y directions of rand r respectively. By
ex ey

judicious choice of sign a cyclonic, anticyclonic, high or low

disturbance may be placed in either hemisphere. The time dependence

allows, through choice of a, a variable length of time where the

amplitude of the disturbance exceeds lie times its maximum amplitude.

The form of the time dependence gives the result that integrating the

forcing for an infinite time will yield the same energy input into the

system regardless of the choice of a.

That is

j 2 -at
o a te dt 1 [73

In all the experiments performed, for every cyclonic vortex or low

there is an anticyclonic vortex or high of identical geometry. In this

way, for all simulations, no mass was generated or dissipated within th

model domain. However, the presence of a forcing in a non dissipative

system led to an increase in total energy in every simulation. There

are 64 grid points in the zonal direction. For a wavenumber 6 forcing

(6 high and 6 lows) each disturbance is spread over a width of 5 grid

points except the last two disturbances (one high one low) which occupy

7 grid points each. Because of this feature when 2 times the wavenumbe

does not evenly divide into 64, irregularities appear.

The philosophy guiding each experiment has been to assess the

impact on the southern hemisphere of an unbalancing of the wind and

pressure fields in the northern hemisphere. As the model contains no

topography the basic adjustment processes for the forcing of the

southern hemisphere by the northern hemisphere are the same for the
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sOilthern hemisphere forcing the north. the simulations have only been

made for this case of north to south forcing.

In order to assess the sensitivity of the adjustment process to the

bal:kground wind field three simulations using a wavenumber one forcing

we]~e made. Table 15 gives a summary of the differences and similarities

for each experiment. The wind profiles labeled Active and Quiet are

shclwn in Fig. 129. these are the only differences between the

experiments. These wind profiles have been derived from a blend of

conposite data in the tropical areas and Crutcher's (1961) and Von

Loon's (1971) mean monthly wind data.

An interesting feature of the active and quiet wind profiles is the

absence of easterly winds in the northern hemisphere tropics for the

active profile. This is slightly unusual but does occur for brief

period. ~sually during times of strong equatorward surges from the

winter hemisphere. In the previous chapter the work of Charney (1969)

was discussed which indicated that the meridional propagation of energy

Sh0111d show a great sensitivity (and damping) to easterly wind regimes

in the tropics. Such has not been the case in these experiments.

It is to 'be expected that the differences between the experiments

will. be a result of the same perturba Hon being imposed on a different

background wind field. The important parameter in determining how the

enel'gy of the perturbation is partitioned between Rossby and gravity

waves is the R.r.d. For this series of experiments the 1.£.4. may be

defined (following Schubert et a1 •• 1980).

R.r.d. =
c [74]
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TABLE 15

Values of some important parameters in experiments A, Band C.

Experiment A !! ~

u (;) 0 Quiet Active
e-folding time (day) 5 5 5
Wave number 1 1 1
R (0 longitude) 33.25 33.25 33.25
Rex (0 latitude) 11. 75 11. 75 11. 75
Lititude of Y 36 36 36
Type of focin~ PF PF PF
(WF - wind field)
(PF - pressure field)
h 10 km 10 km 10 kme

30°

30ms-1
I 900

2Oms- 1

i

Westerly

--"" '')
/--------------

-5ms-1 0

Easterly

-Active

-- Quiet

<'---- 10°-....,
~----------.::~-+_--=.,....----------__iEQ

10°

L- --U:.-.- -' 900

Fig. 129. Quiet and active period zonal wind profiles, north pole to
south pole (m/s).
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However, within a distance of one Rrd from the equator

should be replaced by the beta plane approximation., Rrd =

Eq. 74

.£.) 1/2
Jl •

Since the basic state vorticity shear is of the order of beta, the shear

hal; been incorporated by the approximation

Rrd [ c ] 1/2
2- 2

13-d u/dy
[75]

Table 16 shows the variation of R.r.d. with latitude in the northern

henlisphere midlatitudes and subtropics for experiments A, Band C.

oThe results equatorward of 35 have been computed using Eq. 72, the

remainder using Eq. 71.

Unfortunately in the application of both Eq. 71 and Eq. 72 to real

atn:ospheric data problems arise. Obviously, neither is defined when the

denominator equals zero and in Eq. 72 when the anticyclonic shear of the

basic state exceeds 13 the Rrd becomes imaginary. This does occur for

some points within the QUIET period profile leaving the author in a

quandry as to how geostrophic adjustment should proceed. It is

noteworthy that a necessary condition for barotropic instability is

(Holton, 1979).o=
2-

13 - d u

di
It »ust then be concluded that barotropic instability may arise in the

quiet basic state simulations. No such instability has been observed in

the simulations, most probably because the e-folding times of even the

sho:rtest waves (around 1600 k.m at latitude IS oN) are too long for

cha:lges to be observed in five day integrations. The theoretical work
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TABLE 16

The variation of Rossby radius of deformation with latitude for the
basic states used in 'external mode' experiments.

Latitude Rossby radius of deformation (km). h = 10 km
e

Resting Basic State Active Shear Qliet Shea
450 N 2981 3135 3262

35
0

N 3675 3675 3675

2 SON 3884 10.480 3160

150 N 3762 4364 imaginary

5oN 3705 4749 3269

EQ 3697 2913 3573

of Nitta and Yanai (1968) indicates from the use of Marshall Islands

1000 mb data for 1958. the shortest e-folding time for barotropically

unstable waves is 10 days.

Inspection of Table 16 reveals no systematic differences in Rrd

with latitude between the three experiments. However. both non resting

basic state simulations show a latitude equatorward of the disturbance

where the Rrd becomes large or imaginary. as the longitudinal shear of

the anticyclonic shear vorticity of u approaches the value of p. As

both non resting basic states show greater energy transmission to the

Southern Uemisphere it may be concluded that advection of the

perturbations by the basic state plays an important role in these

simulations.

Since the intention of these experiments is to assess the role of

meridional energy propagation. a good measure of the southern hemispheIe

response is to be found in the ratio of the amplitude of the najor
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height perturbation in the southern hemisphere to that in the northern

hemisphere. Figure 130 shows this ratio for experiments A, Band C. A

ratio of two means that the southern hemisphere height field

perturbations is twice that in the northern hemisphere. The Rest

simulation shows the smallest southern hemisphere response. There is

some support for the Charney (1963) hypothesis that an easterly wind

belt will meridional damp energy propagation, as the southern hemisphere

response is greater in the Active simulation than in the Quiet.

An examination of the perturbation height and wind fields (with the

basic state removed) at 12, 48 and 72 hours for experiment C shows a

typical sequence of development. These are presented in Figs. 131

through 136. The initial height field response in the southern

hemisphere is in the equatorial regions. With increasing time height

anomalies develop in the vicinity of the maximum cyclonic shear

vorticity in the southern hemisphere and by 72 hours, Fig. 136 shows

that a number of vortices have developed in the wind field. It is

noteworthy that the initial wind response in equatorial regions is to

develop a belt of westerly winds between high and low pressure regions.

Such a result also indicates how planetary scale adjustment proceeds.

Given a midlatitude high/low pair there is a need to shift mass from the

high to the low to restore the system to its lowest available potential

energy state. In the midlatitudes, with a high value of the Coriolis

parameter the flow tends to be rotational. Close to the equator zonal

flows can be established which perform zonal mass transports in an

attempt to wipe out the perturbations.

Having assessed that a background wind field is important to the

experiments and given the crudity of the simulation which follow, it is
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Fig. 130. Ratio of maximum height field perturbations in the southern
hemisphere to that in the northern hemisphere for experiments
A, Band C for the five days of integration.

900W

Fig. 131. Perturbation height field for experiment C after 12 hours of
model integration.
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Fig. 132. Perturbation height field for experiment C, after 48 hours of
model integration.
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Fig. 133. Perturbation height field for experiment C, after 72 hours of
model integration.
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Fig. 134. Perturbation wind field streamline analysis for experiment
C. after 12 hours of model integration.

Fig. 135. Perturbation wind field streamline analysis for experiment
C. after 48 hours of model integration.
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Fig. 136. Perturbation wind field streamline analysis for experiment
C, after 72 hours of model integration.

felt that the 500 mb active wind profile should be used in all further

simulations.

8.4 Mass vs. Wind Field Forcing, Midlatitudes and Subtropics

As was seen in the case study data of section 3, an intensifying

cyclone moving polewards and eastwards in the midlatitudes was

accompanied by strong anticyclogenesis commencing around 35 0 latitude

and moving equatorward in the succeeding days. Behind the front

trailing into the subtropics was observed a belt of accelerated easterly

winds with an equatorward component. The composite meridional wind

anomaly cross-sections around 100 to 20 0 from the equator in the winter

hemisphere, show a forcing prior to the active periods which acts from

the surface to 200 mb rather than concentrated in a shallow layer. In

the equatorial regions the winds prior to cluster genesis show an
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increased westerly component in the low layers and increased easterly

component aloft.

In order to investigate whether it is the strong mass field forci g

(through intense anticyclogenesis) at 35 0 N or the wind field forcing at

20
0
N (or neither) a series of experiments were performed with equivale t

depths of 10 km and 320 m with the forcing in both wind and mass fields

o 0
at both 20 Nand 35 N. The response of the southern height field

perturbation and the evolution of wind and height fields through the

experiments have been monitored to ascertain which is the most realisti

response. In each experiment wavenumber 6 was used in the forcing, wit

e-folding distances of 22.5 degrees longitude in the east-west and 8.4

degrees latitude in the north-south. The e-folding time was 5 days wit

a maximum amplitude after 42 hours. Table 17 summarizes some details 0

these experiments.

Plotting perturbation kinetic energy within the model dona in

against time for these series of experiments yields the sets of curves

given in Fig. 137. For these cases, applying the forcing in the wind

field on a scale which is smaller than the R.r.d. yields a maximum

impact. In experiment D the perturbation is smallest with respect to

the R.r.d. and the kinetic energy is the greatest. These responses are

in accordance with the reasoning of Silva Dias and Schubert (1918)

discussed earlier.

Plotting the ratio of southern to northern hemisphere height field

perturbation against day through the integration provides an indication

of how localized the kinetic energy may be. Figure 138 shows such a

plot for experiments D, E, F, G. From Fig. 138, it can be seen that

there is a 'burst' of energy into the southern hemisphere in the first
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TABLE 17

Values of some important parameters in experiments D. E. F and G.

xperiment !! ~ E 51

(¢) Active Active Active Active
-folding time (day) 5 5 5 5

'ave number 6 6 6 6
(0 longitude) 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5ex
(0 1a t itucle ) 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4

Hitude of Y 35 35 20 20
of f . 0 WF PF WF PFype oC1ng

(WF - wind field)
(PF - pressure field)

10 km 10 km 10 km 10 kmh
e

E

u
e
W
R
R
L
T

(w.~ ot 35·N (0)

Energy
10-3 --

/ ---- 'W.Fat 200 N (F)
(non-
dimensional) I

I
I
I
I

10-4

2 :3 4 5

DAYS~

Fig. 137. Perturbation kinetic energy (non dimensional units) in the
model domain through the five day integration for experiments
D. E. F and G•.
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Fig. 138. Ratio of maximum height field perturbation in the southern
hemisphere to that in the northern hemisphere for experimen s
D, E, F and G.

thirty six hours. This southern hemisphere response is most probably

due to energy transmission by the fast moving mixed Rossby-gravity

modes. At thirty-six hours, in all four experiments (D, E, F, G) there

is a minimum in southern hemisphere response, probably the result of

destructive interference between the southern hemisphere mixed Rossby-

gravity modes. Thereafter, a steady increase in the ratio of height

perturbation is seen. The maximum ratio for each experiment is

somewhere between .S and 1.0. Comparison of Fig. 138 with Fig. 131

reveals that for the wavenumber one experiments the southern hemisphere

response is approximately an order of magnitude greater than in the

wavenumber six experiments.
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8.5 Conclusions

Gradient adjustment on a planetary scale has been crudely

investigated using a barotropic model. Figures 139a, band 140 a, b

depict schematically the response of the model to wavenumber one

forcing. Poleward of the perturbations, the earth's rotation, acting on

fluid diverging from the high, (and converging into the low) leads to

rotation and consequently minimizes divergence/convergence. Equatorward

of the high perturbation the air is free to diverge in a region of low

(and decreasing) Coriolis parameter. Associated with this divergence is

a high (or bump on the upper free surface of the fluid). With time this

high moves rapidly southwards as shown on Fig. 139b. At 24 hours the

southward travelling high and low upper free surface perturbations have

travelled deep into the Southern Hemisphere. Figure 140a shows the

schematic stre~lline height chart and Fig. 140b the cross-section

through the parent high in the Northern Hemisphere and ridging it has

generated both on the equator and in the Southern Hemisphere.

Of the imposed forcings, from Fig. 138, it could clearly be seen

that a mass field forcing which is equivalent barotropic in nature can

effeciently generate equatorial east-west pressure gradients, on a time

scale of one to two days. From the earlier study of cold surge data, a

suggested atmospheric analog to this type of forcing would be

anticyclogensis through the entire troposphere. It should, however, be

recognized that in the atmosphere, anticyclogenesis occurs from 400 N to

20oN, with a wind surge from 35 0 N to lOoN, so both wind and mass fields

are being forced simultaneously.

The energy propagation from the midlatitudes to the deep tropics

appears sensitive to the presence of a background wind in so much as it
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modifies the Rossby radius of deformation. Easterly winds do not appe r

to form critical areas through which energy may not propagate. The

reason for this result, which is at variance with Charney's (1969)

hypothesis, may be that the assumptions in his model were overly

restrictive and unrepresentative of the atmosphere. In particular, th

assumptions of non divergence and a constant background wind profile

(u ) of infinite extent are not consistent with observed cold surge
o

characteristics.

This series of simulations have answered a number of questions

which the data posed. Can energy propagate from the midlatitudes of t e

winter hemisphere to the tropics, such that planetary scale Rossby waves

are excited? Can easterly background winds prevent such interactions?

Is it reasonable to postulate midlatitude anticyclogenesis as a tropical

forcing mechanism? Can pressure rises be sustained on the equator?

There are, of course, many questions raised by the crudity of these

simulations. Perhaps the most pressing is what is the role of

convection. Convection acts to 'link' the upper and lower levels in th

tropics, giving rise to a two layer structure in the atmosphere, with

upper ouflow anticyclones above surface low pressure areas. Is it then

reasonable to use this model to justify the generation of equatorial

east-west pressure gradients when it is known that accompanying such

surges is deep, active monsoonal convection. Perhaps not, but until th

important question of how the cumulus scale interacts with synoptic

scale in the tropics is answered, such simulations do serve to

illustrate how the atmosphere may respond to a forcing of the type

observed.



9. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

9.1 Summary

The essel~ce of this paper is that the large scale circulation

patterns play an important role in determining the likelihood of a

tropical cloud cluster intensifying to become a cyclone. To understand

completely the dynamics of tropical cyclone genesis, an understanding of

the interactions between the cloud cluster (of radius o4 ) and its

environment must be obtained. The data considered in this paper

indicate that the interacting environment extends to at least 40 0 either

side of the cluster longitude and from the subtropical ridge in the

winter hemisphere to the subtropical ridge in the summer hemisphere.

In order to demonstrate the role of the planetary scale flow fields

during tropical cyclone genesis, data on a variety of time and space

scales have been considered. A study of the climatology of storm

genesis on a global basis revealed that for any ocean basin, the year to

year variability in where genesis occurs, and how often, is quite great.

Only changes on the general circulation scale can lead to such large

scale systematic variations in genesis locations. Data were assembled

for two very different years in an attempt to investigate which general

circulation parameters showed the most variation between seasons. There

were small variations in the thermodynamic parameters and larger changes

in dynamic parameters. The McBride (1981b) vorticity shear parameters

showed the largest changes between the seasons in a fashion which could

explain the changing climatology. This was surprising in that McBride

developed the parameter from a consideration of individual genesis

events, but reassuring in that it relates to the essential physics of

genesis.

195
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From consideration of case study data it was noted that before

genesis occurs in the summer hemisphere, there is often a cold surge

towards the equator in the winter hemisphere, associated with

anticyclogenesis behind polar fronts. These cold surges appeared to

lead to pressure rises in the equatorial regions, most probably through

cold air advection. This process proceeded very rapidly with strong

pressure rises usually being observed simultaneously (or as close to as

was resolvable using the data available) through the whole winter

hemisphere equatorward and westward of the baroclinic trough. In the

equatorial regions pressure rises of around one to two millibars were

observed on a scale of 200 to 300 longitude by 100 latitude. The

westerly monsoon winds appeared to adjust to this mass field forcing by

undergoing a 'down the pressure gradient' acceleration. The data showe

the enhanced westerlies to be through a deep layer of the atmosphere (a

least surface to 500 mb). Aloft a strengthened return flow from summer

to winter hemisphere, in a layer 300 mb to 100 mb was observed during

surges.

A number of criteria were proposed by which a surge capable of

influencing ITCZ disturbances could be identified. Many storms were

preceded by a winter hemisphere surge, however, it was obvious that

storm genesis could proceed without apparent forcing from the winter

hemisphere (about 20% of the cases). The criteria proposed pertained

only to surface charts as they contain the most detailed information

available to forecasters. The need for favorable upper flow patterns i

seen in the case studies, however, a surface based forecast method woul

no doubt have the greatest utility. A similar survey of non-developing

depressions is required to establish how often these enhanced monsoon
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westerlies preceed dissipation of clusters. Without such a survey a

reliable forecast technique cannot be developed. It is planned to build

a non-developing depression data set and carry out such a survey.

By compositing midlatitude height fields for quiet and active

periods for a large number of days, it was possible to determine which

midlatitude flow features typically preceded tropical cyclone genesis.

Some of the important conclusions drawn from this work were that the

forcing from northern to southern hemisphere during the southern

hemisphere summer is quite similar to that operating in the other

direction six months later. A minimum of baroclinic action poleward of

the developing disturbance is favorable with an upper level (200 mb)

tropical uppe~ tropospheric trough type disturbance impinging on it.

Baroclinic action pushing relatively close to the equator in the winter

hemisphere appears to be a consistent feature of these composites, which

agrees well with the observations of highly mobile winter hemisphere

troughs in the case study data. Furthermore, strong anticyclogenesis

can be seen developing through the troposphere (surface to 200 mb)

poleward and west of the trough. Because of data deficiencies

equatorward of 20
0

latitude, it was difficult to draw conclusions

concerning pressure tendencies in locations where it would be highly

informative to do so.

A study of composite tropical wind fields revealed flow anomalies

between quiet and active periods which indicated the two cases treated

in Chapter 3 were representative of those situations generaly preceding

tropical cyclone genesis •. The composite pre genesis situation contains

a more intense Hadley cell between winter and summer hemisphere

subtropical ridges and the ITCZ. Using a wind field only data set in
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the Atlantic Ocean basin. similar results have been obtained. Once

again between three and one day before tropical cyclone genesis the

greatest changes in the large scale flow fields occur at large distance

from the cloud cluster. on the equatorial side. These results will be

described more fully in a forthcoming report.

The angular momentum transports into the composite tropical

depressions three days before tropical cyclone genesis demonstrated a

supply of cyclonic angular momentum. through the 100 radius. exceeding

frictional dissipation. The data indicate these systems were spinning

up at around 1 mis/d. The composite depressions one day before genesis

were diagnosed as spinning up at around 0.5 mis/d. The southern

hemisphere quiet period depression was spinning down at 1 m/s/d while

for the northern hemisphere quiet period depression the net import of

cyclonic angular momentum was very nearly balanced by frictional losses

indicating that no intensification could be expected. Analysis of thes

oangular momentum transports at 10 radius further reinforced the belief

that favorable interaction between the cluster and its environment is

crucial if genesis is to occur.

In Chapters 7 and 8 a change of approach to the problem was

employed. The observational data clearly show the wind and mass fields

in the winter hemisphere to be undergoing strong forcing during periods

of intense baroclinic activity. In order to obtain an insight into how

the energy derived from baroclinic action in the westerlies may

propagate equatorward. driving subtropical and equatorial wind and mass

fields out of balance. the' shallow water equations using spherical

geometry. were solved. Experiments showed that external mode

simulations. with mass field forcing in the winter hemisphere. most
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closely match the short time scale of southern hemisphere response,

observed in the data. The induced wind field perturbations act to

increase the westerly wind in equatorial regions and then planetary

scale wind and mass perturbations are established in the southern

hemisphere.

When perturbations in the thickness field were established on and

near the equator in the first internal mode simulations, the shear in

the wind field established was in the same sense as that observed in the

data. That pressure rises can be maintained in equatorial regions,

through mass field forcing, without a total partitioning of energy to

gravity waves, reinforces the belief that the observed equatorial

pressure rises are significant.

In summary, both the observations and the modeling work support the

hypothesis that events in the winter hemisphere baroclinic zones can

strongly influence the wind fields equatorward of the ITCZ. The

composite analyses also reveal the need for a favorable summer

hemisphere subtropical environment for incipient depressions.

9.2 Suggestions for Future Work

The central theme of this paper has been to document the role the

large scale circulation patterns play in tropical cyclone genesis. In

doing so a number of questions have arisen which have not been fully

answered. From a forecasting point of view the most pressing is, how

often do tropical cloud clusters experience accelerated monsoon flow

equatorward and not intensify. A survey of non-developing depressions

in both the northwest Pacific and Australian region is necessary and it

is hoped it will be performed. llowever, it should be noted that such a

survey would in some sense repeat the work of Mcllride (1981b). In a
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study of both non-developing and developing depressions it was found

that upper to lower level vorticity shear was an excellent genesis

forecast tool. The accelerated monsoon flow is causally linked to

increasing low level cyclonic vorticity in the ITCZ region, and so

increasing the upper to lower level vorticity shear.

There also is a need to document more fully the meridional

teleconnections or energy exchanges, which operate between the

midlatitudes and deep tropics. These teleconnections have been briefly

touched on within this paper but require further study, particularly

those cloud bands which appear to originate around the equator and

propagate polewards in the summer hemisphere.

The composite study presented in Chapter 6 was incomplete due to

the lack of thermodynamic parameters available. A data set is presentl

being built which will allow for the further investigation of the

magnitude of east-west equatorial pressure gradients and the degree of

balance between wind and mass fields in the midlatitude and tropics

during surges.

Finally, an attempt should be made to simulate the effects of

winter hemisphere cold surges on the Hadley cell in a multilayer

numerical model which contains a realistic heating parameterization.

Care should be taken in such a simulation to leave within the model a

full wave spectrum to enable adjustment to external forcings to be as

realistic as possible.
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